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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTI0N 

"A cooperative designed to accomplish wildlife 
training and research objectives that no one of 
the cooperating agencies could achieve alone." 

C. R. "Pink" Gutermuth 
Wildlife Management Institute 

Speaking at Utah State 
University, May 7, 1947 

Do these words, spoken 34 years ago, 12 years after the 

first Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit was established, 

hold true today? The answer to this question lies at the 

heart of this study. Justification for the study rests in 

the "environment" in which the cooperative units program is 

viewed. The view must be both historical and present day, 

and must be seen from the perspective of all program compo-

nents--specific cooperators as well as direct and indirect 

recipients, including the fish and wildlife resource. 

Six schools vie for the title of first of the federal-

state-private cooperative research and training units: 

• Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama (at that time, Ala-
bama Polytechnic Institute) 

•Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa (at that.time, Iowa 
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts) 

• Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon (at that 
time, Oregon State College) 

• Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas (at that 
time, Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas). 
Unit discontinued December 31, 1954 (Yeager 1965:5; 
Berry and Seitz 1977:17-18). 

1 
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• Utah State University, Logan, Utah (at that time, Utah 
State Agricultural College) 

• Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 
Blacksburg, Virginia (at that time, Virginia Agricul-
tural and Mechanical College and Polytechnic Institute) 

According to Yeager (1965:3-5), cooperative agreements at 

these six land-grant schools were all effective in early 

July 1935, but the unit at Virginia Polytechnic Institute 

and State University was actually the first activated on 

September 9, 1935, with Oregon second, September 21, 1935, 

and Iowa third, September 24, 1935. However, Smith (1978:1) 

and the U.S. Forest Service (1976:11) confer the honor on 

Iowa. 

It is generally agreed that J. N. ''Ding" Darling and Aldo 

Leopold conceived the idea for a cooperative research and 

training program. Darling and Leopold were instrumental in 

establishing the Iowa Game Conservation Commission in 1931. 

One of their first actions as members of the commission was 

to point out the need for trained wildlife biologists and 

managers. The result was the creation, at Iowa State Col-

lege, of the first wildlife management professional academic 

training (U.S. Forest Service 1976:11). 

Three years later, in 1934, Darling became Chief of the 

Bureau of Biological Survey, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 

the forerunner of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Dar-
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ling served as Chief of the Bureau of Biological Survey from 

1934 through 1935 (Wing 1951:412). During this period he 

was instrumental in obtaining federal (Congressional) and 

private (the American Wildlife Institute, now the Wildlife 

Management Institute) financial support for a cooperative 

research and training program, as well as enlisting the sup-

port of state conservation agencies and securing cooperative 

agreements at state land-grant colleges (Yeager 1965:1-2; 

U.S. Forest Service 1976:11). 

Wildlife management as we know and practice it today be-

gan at about the same time as the cooperative units program 

was established (Alexander 1962; Gillham 1965; Yeager 1965). 

Whether the units program was instrumental in stimulating 

the conservation movement or the concern for our diminishing 

natural resources stimulated establishment of professional 

training and scientific research is immaterial. Of signifi-

cance is the fact that wildlife professional training, tech-

nical assistance and research were recognized as a need at 

all levels--federal, state and private--and that it could be 

best accomplished through a cooperative effort. 

While wildlife units have been in operation since 1935, 

the fishery units program did not get underway until 1961, 

with the establishment of the first unit at the University 

of Georgia. Today there are 26 fishery units, 21 wildlife 
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units, and three combined fishery and wildlife units. Units 

are located in 29 states at 31 universities (Appendix 1). 

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

"Provide a mechanism for cooperative research, 
technical assistance, and training related to con-
temporary and future problems in management of 
fish and wildlife resources in cooperation with 
state universities, state conservation agencies, 
and nonprofit organizations." 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Cooperative Units Program 

Goal (1980:5) 

The purpose of this study was to develop a procedure for 

evaluating the accomplishments of the Cooperative Fishery 

and Wildlife Research Units program. Although the program 

has played a key role in fish and wildlife education, re-

search and technical assistance for some 47 years, there has 

been no attempt to develop a comprehensive evaluation tool 

to describe outputs of the program in terms of specific be-

nefits to all cooperators. The objectives of this study 

were to: 

• Identify and define outputs of the Cooperative Fishery 
and Wildlife Research Units program. 

• Develop criteria for measuring the quality and quantity 
of unit outputs. 

• Integrate outputs data into a method for evaluating the 
effectiveness of the program in meeting individual unit 
and overall national objectives. 

• Provide cooperators in the program with a methodology 
for program evaluation. 
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The study did not involve an actual program evaluation or 

justification. Rather, it was intended to provide data, 

techniques and a framework that can be applied by unit lead-

ers and cooperators in evaluating their program, and also 

provide the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service with data useful 

in program justification. 

JUSTIFICATION FOR THE STUDY 

The Cooperative Fishery and Wildlife Research Units pro-

gram has faced financial and manpower constraints of consid-

erable dimension over the past decade. This, of course, is 

not atypical of federal or state natural resources programs. 

From the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's perspective, ove-

rall limited manpower and funding resources have necessitat-

ed the establishment of priorities among its various pro-

grams based on such things as national needs, fish and 

wildlife resource values, people benefits and legal mandates 

(Verbal communication from L. A. Greenwalt, past Director, 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Washington, D.C.). At the 

federal level the program has not fared well, apparently be-

ing one of the Service's lowest priorities when it comes to 

resources allocation. In fact, in fiscal years 1982 and 

1983, the Service proposed to eliminate the program. 
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According to Smith (1978:4-5), "Those who wish to discon-

tinue the program fail to see total benefits, while those 

who support the program fail . to properly utilize 

available data which demonstrates benefits." Sparrowe and 

Griswold (1979:1), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service supervi-

sors of the program, suggested that in order to "sell" the 

units to decision-makers, outputs that have management im-

plications must be quantified and justified. They suggested 

that the past method of justification" ... based on number 

of projects, number of students, and number of workshops, 

etc .... is no longer good enough because it doesn't ad-

dress management implications useful to decision-makers." 

Better ways to measure and present unit outputs are needed. 



Chapter II 

PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES 

Three techniques of data collection were employed in this 

study. Personal interviews and other direct communications 

were conducted with federal and private cooperators and oth-

er individuals (Appendix II). A questionnaire was developed 

and sent to unit leaders (Appendix III), and a letter with 

six questions was sent to state and university cooperators 

(Appendix IV). Monthly, annual and miscellaneous reports, 

both published and unpublished, were reviewed. The target 

population was 50 cooperative unit leaders (Appendix I) and 

78 cooperator representatives. 

The specific steps taken in gathering and analyzing data 

for development of the evaluation procedure are provided in 

Table 1. Most of these steps occurred simultaneously rather 

than sequentially as they appear in the table. 

7 
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TABLE 1 

Sequential steps for the study. 

• Review monthly, annual and other cooperative unit re-
ports and publications to increase knowledge of program 
activities and to determine what information is already 
available and need not be solicited in a questionnaire 
or personal interiew. 

• Discuss program with federal cooperative units staff to 
increase knowledge of program activities, objectives 
and procedures. 

• Review literature on techniques of program evaluation. 

• Develop questions for personal interviews, question-
naire, and letter. 

• Select units for testing questionnaire. 

• Set up and conduct interviews with Wildlife Management 
Institute, Sport Fishing Institute, and others. 

• Draft questionnaire and letter and circulate to federal 
cooperator, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University (VP!) and others for review. 

• Send questionnaire to a selected group of cooperative 
unit leaders for field testing. 

• Revise and mail questionnaire and letter to unit lead-
ers and state and university cooperators. 

• Follow-up on any questionnaire or letter not returned 
(letter or personal contact as may be appropriate). 

continued . 
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Table 1. Sequential steps for the study (continued). 

• Compile and analyze data from questionnaire, letter and 
interviews. 

• As needed, verify and/or clarify questionnaire and let-
ter responses (letter or personal contact as may be ap-
propriate) . 

• Discuss findings from questionnaire and letter with 
federal cooperator and VP!. 

• Discuss evaluation techniques with federal cooperator 
and VP!. 

• Formulate outputs definitions, measurement criteria and 
evaluation techniques. 

• Discuss recommendations with federal cooperator and 
others as needed. 

• Prepare draft report and evaluation procedure for fed-
eral cooperator and VP! review. 

• Refine and revise evaluation procedure and report. 

• Prepare final report and evaluation procedure and sub-
mit to federal cooperator and VP!. 

• Set up meeting to present results to VP!. 
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IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITIES 

The questionnaire to unit leaders was designed to obtain 

specific information on activities of the units, on defini-

tion of terms commonly used in the program and on determin-

ing the availability of certain information that could be 

used in an evaluation procedure. The questionnaire was va-

lidated through review by appropriate individuals in the 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Virginia Polytechnic Insti-

tute and State University and eight cooperative unit lead-

ers. Appendix V contains a list of the cooperative units 

used to field test the questionnaire. Data were manually 

compiled and manipulated. Telephone contact was used to 

verify and/or clarify responses. 

NEED FOR AND USES OF EVALUATION 

A letter requesting information on the need for and uses 

of an evaluation procedure was prepared and sent to state 

and university cooperators. A copy of the unit leader ques-

tionnaire was sent to cooperators for information purposes 

or comment. The letter was validated through review by ap-

propriate individuals in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

and Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. 

One follow-up letter was sent to cooperators not responding 

to the original inquiry (Appendix VI). Data were manually 
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compiled and manipulated. Letter or telephone contact was 

used to verify and/or clarify responses. 

Representatives from the Wildlife Management Institute, 

Sport Fishing Institute and others were interviewed in per-

son. The personal interview approach was used to gather im-

pressions and other subjective data not obtainable through 

the approach of a questionnaire or letter. 

EVALUATION PROCEDURE DESIGN 

Evaluation design is intimately connected to the objec-

ti ves, functions, adrnini stration and 11 atmosphere 11 (issues, 

problems, pressures, etc.) of the activity to be evaluated 

and the use or uses to be made of the results. Such things 

as the functions and outputs of the cooperative units, needs 

and objectives of cooperators, administrative and organiza-

tional capabilities to apply evaluation techniques and po-

tential uses of evaluation results have to be understood and 

accounted for in development of an evaluation procedure. 

Suchrnan (1976) describes three basic types of evaluation 

of either a program such as the overall units program or an 

individual unit program, or an activity such as an output 

from one or all units: 

1. An experimental or research design employing the 
scientific method of control and experimental group 
comparison; 
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2. A quasi-experimental design involving the use of in-
dicators or indices for comparative purposes rather 
than actual control and experimental groups; and 

3. A subjective approach relying on either the judge-
ments of experts, ranking or weighting system con-
ducted by a group of individuals, or individual 
self-evaluation. 

The more scientific the approach to evaluation the more 

reliable the results, and the more costly and time-consuming 

the process. However, as Suchman (1976:22) points out, "Not 

all evaluation studies require the same degree of scientific 

rigor and many administrative decisions can be made on the 

basis of limited evaluations." Based on discussions with 

representatives the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the 

Office of the Cooperative Research Units, the responses from 

cooperators related to frequency of evaluation and other 

data, it was decided to use a procedure that would involve 

self-evaluation of the program by the units staff. 

In 1978, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service embarked on a 

major attempt to design an evaluation system for displaying 

accomplishments of its habitat preservation program. The 

Habitat Preservation Operations Accomplishment Reporting 

System was designed to acquire data on the quality and quan-

tity of Service activities undertaken in such programs as 

the Army Corps of Engineers Rivers and Harbors Act section 

10 permits and Service impacts on other permitting and li-
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censing activities, environmental contaminant evaluation and 

coal development. The procedure identifies activities and 

establishes criteria for assessing the quality and quantity 

of results of recommendations on such things as dredge and 

fill permits, other water related development projects and 

energy transportation systems. Once operational, Service 

field station personnel record their activities and provide 

data indicative of certain accomplishments on a pre-printed 

form using coded and numeric data as described in a proce-

dural manual. The entire procedure is to be computerized 

for easy compilation, manipulation and retrieval. Field 

testing of the procedure was initiated in the fall of 1979, 

and computer systems design work was scheduled for fiscal 

year 1981. (Verbal communication from Marvin Moriarity, 

Program Development Staff-Environment, U.S. Fish and Wild-

life Service, Washington, D.C.). 

The requirements of the Habitat Preservation Operations 

Accomplishment Reporting System and the cooperative units 

evaluation procedure are similar. Both involve a great var-

iety of activity inputs, and both require evaluation not 

only in terms of quantity (efficiency), but also in terms of 

quality (effectiveness). Both require input by many people 

in many different locations, resulting in a consolidated na-

tional perspective. 
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The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service cooperative research 

units staff and others indicated that systems design work on 

the habitat preservation procedure would be applicable to 

the cooperative units evaluation procedure. Utilization of 

a similar system would minimize costs involved in implemen-

tation of the cooperative uni ts evaluation procedure. 

Further, it was felt that having similar procedures could 

result in some long-term mutual benefits to the two pro-

grams. For example, if similar data were collected on the 

location of projects or impacts of work on habitat types, 

the Service could obtain a significantly broader picture of 

where,resources were being applied. Likewise, activities of 

a joint nature would be reported in similar or compatible 

terms and if desired, data from both programs could be ret-

rieved through one system. 

In fiscal year 1981, the Habitat Preservation Operations 

Accomplishment Reporting Systems is being operationalized 

through use of a software package designed by the U.S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service's Western Energy and Land Use Team 

(WELUT). Staff at WELUT have designed a system for managing 

large masses of data for manipulation called MANAGE. MANAGE 

will accommodate the Cooperative Fishery and Wildlife Re-

search Units Accomplishments Procedure. 
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EVALUATION CRITERIA 

Criteria for determining the type of anlaysis to be ap-

plied to unit outputs were developed based on data related 

to objectives, needs, benefits and the like obtained from 

cooperator responses to questions in the letter and questi-

onnaire as well as from information gained in personal in-

terviews, discussions with individuals in the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service and at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 

State University, and through review of the literature on 

evaluation techniques. Based on information obtained it was 

decided to use two measures of accomplishment: 

and effectiveness. 

efficiency 

According to Tripodi et al. (1978:45), "Efficiency is an 

index of the relative cost for achieving program objectives, 

where costs include expenditure of manpower, time, money, 

physical facilities, and so forth." For purposes of this 

study, efficiency was defined as the results of an effort 

related to cost, time and number of units of effort pro-

duced, impacted or affected. 

According to Wholey et al. (1976:25), effectiveness in-

volves an assessment of the relative success of a program or 

activity in meeting objectives. Except under very cont-

rolled conditions, measures of effectiveness are generally 

subjective in nature. For purposes of this study effective-
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ness was defined as the quality of outcome(s) of an activity 

as influenced by the contributions made by the cooperative 

unit. 



Chapter III 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

There is an abundance of published information on natural 

resources, conservation and fish and wildlife education and 
' 

research, but relatively little related to the Cooperative 

Fishery and Wildlife Research Units program. There is even 

less data available that specifically addressed outputs of 

the program, and only one document (Smith 1978) that at-

tempts to measure program outputs. Almost all of the liter-

ature on the cooperative units has come from within the fed-

eral establishment. There is little published information 

on the program as viewed by the other cooperators--the univ-

ersities, the state conservation agencies and the Wildlife 

Management Institute. 

SMITH, R.N. (1978) 

Richard N. Smith, a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service em-

ployee, in partial fulfillment of requirements for the Mas-

ters of Public Administration, American University, School 

of Government and Public Administration, Washington, D.C., 

undertook an analysis of research, training, technical as-

sistance and public relations activities of the units pro-

gram. 

17 
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Smith's study, The Effectiveness of the Cooperative Fish 

and Wildlife Research Units Program, covered a five year 

period, 1973 through 1977. Data for his study were obtained 

from published and unpublished documents, personal inter-

views and discussions with unit staff and other U.S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service employees. 

Outputs of the program are considered in terms of indivi-

duals trained, type of training, research results produced 

(publications), technical assistance and public relations. 

Smith concludes from his study: 

" . that the Unit program plays a major role in 
managing our nation's fish and wildlife resources 

The program has great flexibility and can 
adapt to immediate research needs of cooperators, 
often at less expense than more conventional labo-
ratory methods . . Unit outputs are instrumental 
in production of trained fish and wildlife re-
source people . . Environmental problems of the 
future will be complex and the individuals which 
Unit programs are producing will be well trained 
to cope with these problems . . The quality and 
quantity of the Unit research product is good . 
. The role the Units play in providing technical 
assistance and public relations is of value . 
and for these actions they receive many honors and 
awards." 

This study provides valuable insights into the program 

and its outputs, but criteria and documentation are lacking 

in most instances. For example, with regard to technical 

asistance, other than indicating the variety of involve-

ments, Smith provides no quantification. In addressing 
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public relations, Smith lists honors and awards received by 

some unit personnel, but provides no other indications of 

the effectiveness of public relations work. 

LANGENBACH, J.R. ET AL. (1972) 

On January 19, 1972, Joseph P. Linduska, Associate Direc-

tor of the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife (now the 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service), directed the establishment 

of a committee to conduct an in-house review of the coopera-

tive units program. The Cooperative Units Review Committee, 

chaired by John R. Langenbach, was " . to submit recom-

mendations for possible changes in program objectives; to 

obtain a better definition of the relation to other Bureau, 

State, and university programs; and to seek improved super-

vision and management" (Linduska 1972:1). The committee is-

sued its report in April 1972. Fourteen recommendations 

were made. 

The committee obtained its data by consultation with fed-

eral personnel in the bureau, the Wildlife Management Insti-

tute and the Sport Fishing Institute. The committee also 

corresponded with 43 unit leaders. 

The committee suggested that "The potential for Units to 

contribute to the Bureau research program has not been fully 

realized due to insufficient consideration being given to 
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their capabilities during planning stages." However, re-

search sponsored by non-Bureau sources has been undertaken 

at many units, and it ". . has permitted the completion of 

numerous projects of interest to the Bureau." Unfortunate-

ly, the committee does not substantiate that statement. 

With regard to education, the committee stated that "The 

Units produce some of the Nation's best ecologically orient-

ed scientists," and "Cyclic job availability should not af-

f ect responsible production of professional . person-

nel." With regard to in-service training, it was suggested 

that the units were ". serving both State and Federal 

agencies in retraining personnel . through workshops, 

short courses, seminars and symposia." Technical assistance 

and public relations type activities were not directly con-

sidered by the committee. 

GRAHAM, R.J. ET AL. (1978) 

A U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service team chaired by Richard 

J. Graham was appointed in either 1977 or 1978 to develop an 

option paper for fiscal year 1979 funding for the coopera-

tive units program. Two options were addressed by the team: 

1) increase in funding, and 2) no increase in funding. 

According to the team, during fiscal year 1977, coopera-

tive units conducted over 400 research projects. A break-
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down is given of the research effort in that year by Service 

program. The team summarizes and presents a chart on the 

employment status by degree level of unit students in fiscal 

year 1976. The data shows that of 240 graduate students, 70 

percent were employed by conservation agencies. According 

to the team, "This employment rate is extremely high as com-

pared to other disciplines and tends to refute the concep-

tion that there is no longer a need to continue with ad-

vanced training of fish and wildlife biologists." The 

employment information coincides with data presented by 

Smith (1978:15), Evenden (1970:17; 1972:3) and Spinks 

(1974:97-99). 

In discussing funding for the units the team recognized a 

value in the units of supplementing Service programs with 

limited staffs or personnel ceiling restrictions. In addi-

tion, because of accessibility of university staff and di-

rect liaison with researchers and management staffs of state 

agencies uni ts have an enhanced ability to identify and 

solve resource management problems. The team noted ". 

that all benefits from the Units Program cannot be measured 

in terms of research outputs for the Service alone." 
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U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE (1980) 

In 1974, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service implemented a 

program management budgeting system (management by objec-

tives) with 15 program areas. The Cooperative Fishery and 

Wildlife Research Units is one such program. A Program Man-

agement Document (PMD) is ". . intended to provide a clear 

indication of program direction . define . . program 

in terms of responsibilities, problems, goals, and objec-

tives, strategies and policies." 

Federal program goals and objectives are presented in the 

Cooperative Fishery and Wildlife Research Units PMD in an 

hierarchical system beginning with the Service's mission and 

goal for the units program. A broad program goal is given, 

and then four specific program objectives are listed in what 

appears to be priority order. Strategies to meet program 

objectives are described in some detail. With the exception 

of Important Resource Problems (IRPs), program outputs are 

addressed indirectly in this document as a part of the dis-

cussion of goals, objectives and strategies. 

IRPs define those fish and wildlife resources with signi-

ficant problems in specific geographic areas. As of June 

1980, cooperative units were addressing, in research and 

technical assistance, 34 of the Service's 78 IRPs. Accord-

ing to the authors of the PMD, the units could and should be 

involved in at least 25 additional IRPs. 
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YEAGER, L.E. (1965) 

In 1965, Lee E. Yeager, at that time Head of the Coopera-

tive Wildlife Research Units Program, U.S. Bureau of Sport 

Fisheries and Wildlife, prepared a report documenting the 

implementation, growth and functions of the cooperative 

wildlife units. Yeager provides a useful historical per-

spective to the units program. Data on the program's origi-

nal objectives are of particular interest in light of the 

more recent description of the federal objectives contained 

in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's PMD (1980). 

Yeager provides descriptive and statistical data on the 

research and training functions of the program between 1935 

and 1965. A summary by unit of major areas of research spe-

cialization is presented as well as a review of how manage-

ment agencies have used unit research. 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR (1975) 

Between August and December 1974, the Department of the 

Interior's Office of Audit and Investigations conducted a 

review of the units program. The report was transmitted to 

the Director of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on April 

14, 1975. 

The stated purpose of the review was to evaluate the ef-

fectiveness of the units program and determine its respon-
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siveness to Service needs. Most of the data for the report 

was obtained from published and unpublished material in the 

Washington, D.C. Division of Cooperative Fishery and Wild-

life Research Units and from discussions with personnel at 

16 units. Seven wildlife and nine fishery units were visit-

ed, all in the eastern United States. Although this geo-

graphic limitation is recognized by the authors, it must be 

considered a significant shortcoming in the study. 

After a brief summary of the history of the program, de-

scription of program administration and funding, a detailed 

presentation of findings and recommendations is made under 

three categories: 1) research needs; 2) coordination and 

reporting; and, 3) unit operations. 

The report is extremely critical of the research and 

training outputs of the program. The critical tone is un-

derstandable when viewed in context of what is stated by the 

auditors as the primary objective of the program: to " 

further research functions of FWS and . 

research needs." 

. satisfy national 

The auditors found what they considered to be an incon-

sistency between U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service statements 

that a major benefit of the units program is their ability 

to rapidly respond to research needs and unit leader's con-

tention that seven months to one year is needed in response 
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time. The rapid response benefit has appeared in a number 

of other documents including Langenbach et al. (1972), Smith 

(1978) and Gregory et al. (1976). The auditors also found 

inconsistencies in how units reported teaching and student 

advisement workload. There is no recognition given to tech-

nical assistance or public relations type functions of the 

units. 

GREGORY, R.W. ET AL. (1976) 

Richard W. Gregory chaired a committee, appointed by the 

Head of the Cooperative Fishery Research Units, U.S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service, ". . charged with critically evalu-

ating the present fishery unit programs and offering sugges-

tions toward possible new directions the Units may pursue in 

the next decade." 

The Committee's report was submitted in June 1976, after 

evaluating the results of a questionnaire used to solicit 

information from units staff and others. While the Commit-

tee addresses just the fishery units, many of its comments, 

findings and recommendations are relevant to wildlife units. 

Much of the report follows the trend set by Langenbach et 

al. (1972). 
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ANNUAL REPORTS 

For many years the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has 

published an annual report summarizing unit program accom-

plishments. Prior to the 1974-75 report (Kennelly and Ap-

plegate 1976), a separate report was issued for fishery 

units and for wildlife units. The most recent report (Gloss 

and Malecki 1980) covers fiscal year 1979. Unit staff mem-

bers compile the annual report from individual monthly re-

ports and other documents of the units. 

The format as well as data covered in these reports has 

not been consistent, nor has the information included been 

verified for accuracy or completeness (Arnold and Storm 

1977:1). Nevertheless, the reports provide useful insights 

on unit activities and accomplishments. 

ASSISTANCE DIRECTORY 

In 1977, Charles R. Berry, Jr., Assistant Leader, Utah 

Cooperative Fishery Research Unit, and William K. Seitz, As-

sistant Leader, Colorado Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, 

compiled a directory listing for each unit the address, 

telephone number, professional staff and cooperators. In 

addition, for each unit special expertise, unique aspects of 

the unit and cooperator support are briefly described. The 

document was revised in 1979 by John G. Nickum, Leader, New 

York Cooperative Fishery Research Unit. 
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U.S. FOREST SERVICE (1976) 

This federal publication, Wildlife for Tomorrow, contains 

a brief discussion of the beginnings of modern wildlife man-

agement. The work of Aldo Leopold and J.N. "Ding" Darling 

is described and related to the need for professional wild-

life training and research, and the creation of the wildlife 

cooperative units program. 

BASKETT, T.S. (1970) 

Thomas S. Baskett is the Missouri Cooperative Wildlife 

Research Unit Leader. He traces the history of the fishery 

and wildlife cooperative units at the University of Mis-

souri, Columbia, from 1938 to 1968. 

For both the fishery unit, established in 1962, and the 

wildlife unit, established in 1937, Baskett describes inter-

agency relationships, facilities, research accomplishments 

and publications. 

As an indication of the success of the unit's education 

program, Baskett points out that in 1968, 22 individuals em-

ployed by the Missouri Department of Conservation held ad-

vanced degrees in zoology and had been participants in the 

unit's program. Included in this group was the then direc-

tor and assistant director of the Missouri Department of 

Conservation. According to the author, "The most important 
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contribution of the wildlife conservation program at the 

University of Missouri during the last 30 years, and thus of 

the performance of the Fishery and Wildlife Units, is the 

record of accomplishment of the Unit graduates, and their 

influence on conservation thought and action." Baskett 

states that this impact by unit graduates cannot be mea-

sured, but ". it has undoubtedly played a major role in 

the advancement of conservation, not only in Missouri, but 

wherever their influence has reached." 

STATUTORY AUTHORITY 

In 1960, Congress gave statutory recognition to the coop-

erative units program by enactment of Public Law 86-686 (74 

Stat. 733; 16 U.S.C. 753a-753b), approved September 2, 1960 

(Appendix VI I ) . In addition to wildlife units--there were 

about 15 in operation by this time--the Act authorized the 

establishment of fishery research units. The Secretary of 

the Department of the Interior was provided with discretion-

ary authority to enter into cooperative agreements with col-

leges and universities, state conservation agencies and non-

profit organizations ". for the purpose of developing 

adequate, coordinated cooperative research and training pro-

grams for fish and wildlife resources." 
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The Act limited federal participation in the cooperative 

uni ts program to the assignment of scientific personnel, 

supply of equipment and payment of incidental expenses of 

the professional staff. No limitations are placed on the 

number of personnel the Service can support, the salaries 

that can be paid or the qualifications of such individuals. 

No direction is provided or requirements given for other 

cooperator functions and ~eponsibilities. These aspects are 

left to the specifications of cooperative agreements. 

The enabling legislation has been amended once by enact-

ment of the Fish and Wildlife Improvements Act of 1978, 

Public Law 95-616 (92 Stat. 3110), approved November 8, 1978 

(Appendix VIII). The amendment provided the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service with flexibility in the use of unit opera-

tional funds, generally referred to as "base" funds. With 

this amendment federal base funds for the units can be used 

for direct support ". . of researchers on fish and wild-

life ecology and resource management projects." 
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GILLHAM, C.E. (1965) 

In Doves are Indestructable, C. E. Gillham traces the in-

itial years of the cooperative wildlife units and describes 

early research accomplishments. According to Gillham, be-

cause of the units early research efforts state and federal 

wildlife agencies "finally . . had good basic information 

to use in the setting of seasons and bag limits on practi-

cally all species of game birds and game mammals." 



Chapter IV 

RESULTS 

A questionaire was sent to the unit leaders of all fish-

ery, wildlife and combined research units with a total res-

ponse level of 82 percent. A letter sent to state and univ-

ersity cooperators had a total response level after one 

follow-up letter of 59 percent. A copy of the questionnaire 

was provided to cooperators for information and comment. 

Only 18 percent of the cooperators responded to the questi-

onnaire (Table 2). 

31 
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TABLE 2 

Level of response. 

Number Number Percent of 
~ of resEondent surveyed resEonding resEonse 

Questionnaire: 

Wildlife units 21 15 71 

Combined units 3 2 67 

Fishery units 26 24 92 

Sub-total 50 41 82 

State agencies 41 6 15 

Universities 35 8 23 

Sub-total 76 14 18 

Letter: 

State agencies 41 24 59 

Universities 35 21 60 

Sub-total 76 45 59 
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

Unit leaders were asked a series of 43 questions. Forty-

one unit leaders responded and 12 cooperators provided res-

ponses of varying degrees of completeness. A copy of the 

questionnaire is provided in Appendix III. 

Definition of Terms 

In order to achieve a consistent understanding of the rna-

j or functions of the units, leaders were presented with a 

series of draft definitions of terms frequently used in dis-

cussing program activities. Unit leaders were asked to in-

dicate their agreement with each definition. In case of di-

sagreement, leaders were asked to describe how they would 

modify the definition. They also were asked if there were 

any other terms used in connection with the program that 

should be clarified by a standard definition. 

Unit research project. 

Thirty-four percent of the unit leaders agreed with the 

definition of a unit research project; 66 percent did not 

agree. Items 2, 3, and 5 of the definition received most 

objections because of ambiguity or lack of substantial unit 

involvement. A majority of respondents suggested the word 

"substantial" should be defined or specified in i tern 4. 
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Four respondents did not know whether a research project had 

to meet all five items or just one of the five items to be 

considered a unit research project. 

Seven cooperators agreed with the definition of a unit 

research project; two disagreed. As with unit leaders the 

concern was that items 2 and 5 were too broad. 

Unit student. 

Thirty-four percent of the unit leaders agreed with the 

definition of unit student and 66 percent did not agree. 

Items 2, 3, and 5 of the definition received the most objec-

tion because of being too broad or ambiguous. Most leaders 

wanted item 2 deleted, item 3 limited to significant fund-

ing, with the word "significant" defined, and item 5 limited 

to serving on a student's graduate committee as a major ad-

visor or chairman. There was some confusion whether all 

five conditions had to be met for a student to be considered 

a unit student or just one of the five conditions would qua-

lify. 

Six cooperators agreed with the definition of a unit stu-

dent; three disagreed. Comments were similar to those made 

by unit leaders. Cooperators indicated the word "signifi-

cant" should be defined. They believed that just serving on 

a student's graduate committee as a member did not qualify 
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the student as a unit student. Two cooperators indicated 

that informal advice or assistance was too broad and would 

result in a student seeking advice on a special project or 

class assignment being claimed as a unit student. 

Academic course instruction. 

Fifty-eight percent of the unit leaders agreed with the 

definition of academic course instruction; 42 percent did 

not agree. Items 3, 4, and 5 of the definition received the 

most objection as not being significant enough involvement 

to count as teaching. Unit leaders voiced concern that the 

definition was in conflict with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser-

vice policy (Smith 1973) on unit teaching and undergraduate 

advisement. 

Eight cooperators supported the definition of academic 

course instruction; two did not. One university cooperator 

stated that being a guest lecturer is an activity of profes-

sional courtesy, not academic course instruction. Another 

university cooperator stated that the definition was accep-

table as long as teaching was a minor part of a unit's ac-

tivities. A third cooperator stated that he was aware that 

at some universities the policy of one graduate course per 

academic year per unit staff person was not followed. 
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In-service training or retraining. 

Eighty-five percent of the unit leaders agreed with the 

definition of in-service training; 15 percent did not agree. 

Three-fourths of those disagreeing suggested elimination of 

the word "graduate" from the phrase "university graduate 

students." Two respondents interpreted the definition as 

applying to the unit staff taking a short-course or other 

training rather than the unit staff actually planning or 

conducting a workshop or seminar for retraining profession-

als or other individuals, other than students. 

All nine of the cooperators responding to the definition 

of in-service training or retraining agreed with the de-

scription. 

Technical assistance. 

Eighty-eight percent of the unit leaders agreed with the 

definition of technical assistance. Most of the 12 percent 

that did not agree suggested it was too broad. There was 

concern that reporting every letter and telephone call would 

be very burdensome. 

All 10 of the cooperators responding to the definition of 

technical assistance agreed with the description. One univ-

ersity cooperator stated that technical assistance would be 

extremely difficult to evaluate. 
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Unit staff. 

Seventy-eight percent of the unit leaders agreed with the 

definition of unit staff. All of the 22 percent that did 

not agree felt the definition was too limited and should in-

clude part-time and temporary employees. 

Eleven of the 12 cooperators responding to the definition 

of unit staff felt that it was inadequate. One university 

cooperator suggested that "short-term employees" be included 

in the definition. 

Other terms. 

Thirty-three percent of the unit leaders suggested addi-

tional terms that should be clarified; 44 percent said no, 

and 23 percent were undecided. Nine out of 13 unit leaders 

suggested the term "cooperator" be defined. Other sugges-

tions were: "coordinating committee," "cooperative research 

unit," "adjunct unit staff," "unit affiliate," "unit pro-

gram," "redefine work elements used in cost coding field ac-

tivities," "extension services" and "permanent as used in 

the phrase 'permanent employee.'" 
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Description of Activities 

Unit leaders were presented with a description of various 

activities and asked if they covered the unit program func-

tions adequately. 

Research. 

Eighty percent of the unit leaders agreed that the re-

search statement adequately described the research activity 

of their unit. Twenty percent said the statement was not 

adequate. Suggestions for improving the description includ-

ed adding activities involved in obtaining funds for re-

search, financial management of research, and grant and con-

tract preparation. Concern was raised as to when the 

presentation of results/findings of a unit research project 

is considered research and when it would be considered as 

technical or professional services. One individual suggest-

ed that the initial presentation of research results/find-

ings should be classified as research, but after that it 

should be considered as professional services, extension or 

technical assistance. Two leaders suggested that publica-

tions and presentations be handled as seperate activities. 

Twelve cooperators responded to the description of re-

search by indicating that it was adequate. 
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Education. 

Seventy-two percent of the unit leaders believed the de-

scription of the education activity was adequate, 23 percent 

inadequate, and five percent were undecided or did not know. 

Most of the comments received concerned item 3. Confusion 

existed as to whether the description related to unit staff 

receiving training or unit staff providing training. - All 

respondents agreed that in-service training was an important 

activity, but that it should be isolated from academic 

training responsibilities. It was suggested that the de-

scription omitted other university committee and profession-

al work such as serving on various faculty committees. Some 

unit leaders suggested including extension related activi-

ties. 

All cooperators responding to the questionnaire believed 

that the description of the education activity was adequate. 

However, one university cooperator suggested adding "assis-

tance in revision of courses not taught by the unit staff" 

as an activity. 

Technical assistance. 

Ninety percent of the unit leaders indicated the descrip-

tion of technical assistance was adequate. Of the five per-

cent who thought the description was inadequate, two sug-
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gested that "extension" would be a better word for the 

activity. One respondent suggested that presentations be 

included in the description. Two unit leaders suggested 

that in-service training be included in technical assis-

tance. 

All 11 cooperators responding to the description of tech-

nical assistance agreed that it adequately covered the ac-

tivity. 

Professional services. 

Seventy-six percent of the unit leaders agreed with the 

description of professional services; 24 percent did not 

think the activity was adequately described. Most unit 

leaders were concerned that the presentation of unit re-

search findings/results was excluded. It was suggested that 

the activity be expanded to include organizing and moderat-

ing sessions at professional meetings, serving on committees 

and task forces, testifying at public hearings, and review-

ing research proposals. It also was suggested that receiv-

ing awards should not be a part of profesional services. 

All 11 cooperators agreed with the description of the 

professional services activity. 
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Public information services. 

Ninety-five percent of the unit leaders believed the de-

scription of public information services was adequate; five 

percent indicated it was inadequate. There was concern that 

the description was too broad and would overlap with techni-

cal assistance. 

Ten cooperators responded with agreement to the descrip-

tion of public information services. There were no negative 

responses. 

Unit staff training and development. 

Eighty-three percent of the unit leaders agreed with the 

description; 15 percent thought the description inadequate, 

and two percent were undecided. Most of the comments re-

ceived related to including certain types of training such 

as safety, unstructured reading, self-study, correspondence 

courses, management and supervisory training, and toastmas-

ters. 

The 10 cooperators responding to the description of unit 

staff training and development agreed that it was adequate. 

EEO/affirmative action. 

Ninety-nine percent of the unit leaders agreed with the 

description of affirmative action activities; 10 percent 
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felt the description was inadequate. The majority of the 

comments relayed a concern as to how overlap with other ac-

tivities would be handled in reporting. 

Nine cooperators agreed with the description of affirma-

tive action and one disagreed. Comments related to a con-

cern that affirmative action was being over emphasized in 

their programs. 

Unit administration and management. 

Ninety-three percent of the unit leaders believed the de-

scription adequately covered the administration and manage-

ment activity. Seven percent felt the description was too 

limited and should be expanded. Unit leaders recommended 

that fiscal management, budgeting, saftey management, inven-

tory work, student placement, and property and equipment 

maintenance be included. It was suggested that special pro-

jects or assignments be a part of unit staff training and 

development. 

Eleven cooperators responding to the description of unit 

administration and management agreed to its adequacy. 

Other activities. 

Unit leaders were asked if there were any activities that 

their unit was involved in that did not fall within one of 
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the activity categories previously described. Twenty-four 

percent said yes, 68 percent said no, and eight percent were 

undecided. Suggestions of activities not included in any of 

the categories previously described included YACC work, en-

dangered and threatened species recovery team work, liaison 

with other agencies and with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser-

vice regional and area offices, and public activities such 

as scouts and American Red Cross. 

Cooperators indicated that there were no additional ac-

tivities of the units not covered by the descriptions pro-

vided in the questionnaire. 

Unit leaders were asked if there were any activities the 

unit was involved in other than EEO/affirmative action, that 

could be categorized under more than one of the activity ca-

tegories previously described. Forty-one percent said yes, 

and 59 percent said no. The majority of positive responses 

cited technical assistance and public services, technical 

assistance and education, and education and research. 

Criteria for Assessing Certain Activities 

Unit leaders were asked a series of 32 questions dealing 

with their knowledge of the results or outcome of various 

unit activities. These questions were designed to determine 

if certain measures of efficiency or effectiveness could be 

applied to unit outputs for evaluation purposes. 
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Too few cooperators responded to the remainder of the 

unit leader questionnaire to provide very meaningful re-

sults. Nevertheless a few of the more significant comments 

received are summarized. 

Research. 

Forty-seven percent of the unit leaders indicated they 

knew how the findings/results of unit research projects were 

used. One-half of the cooperators responding to the questi-

onnaire also responded positively. Fifty percent of the 

unit leaders indicated they could make such determination 58 

percent (mean) of the time. 

Forty-four percent of the unit leaders and 50 percent of 

the cooperators indicated that unit research projects could 

be categorized by fish, wildlife, or plant species or groups 

of species involved, impacted or affected. Fifty-four per-

cent said that research could be so categorized 70 percent 

(mean) of the time. Two percent of the unit leaders indi-

cated that their research could not be so categorized. 

Sixteen percent of the unit leaders and three out of six 

cooperators indicated that their research could be categor-

ized by resource value of the habitat impacted, involved or 

affected, i.e., endangered species habitat, wildlife manage-

ment area, etc. A like percent of unit leaders indicated 
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research could not be so categorized. Sixty-eight percent 

of the unit leaders indicated that their research could be 

so categorized 53 percent (mean) of the time. 

Forty-four percent of the unit leaders indicated that 

unit research projects could be categorized by type of habi-

tat impacted, involved or affected, i.e., upland deciduous 

forest, barrier island dunes, high desert, etc. Fifty-four 

percent of the unit leaders indicated that such characteri-

zation could be accomplished 56 percent (mean) of the time. 

Unit leaders and cooperators were asked their preference 

in calculating cost of a unit research project (Table 3). 

Suggestions from the individuals that indicated "other" in-

cluded: 1) Cost based on the cost of the same project un-

dertaken in a federal laboratory; 2) The only measure worth 

analyzing is if, for the cost, the results answer the objec-

tives agreed upon by the funding agency or source; 3) The 

agency must consider total amount of funds, but total cost 

less overhead is fairer to the unit; and 4) Contribution of 

M.S. graduates to total M.S. production to total departmen-

tal M.S. production. 

Seventy-eight percent of the unit leaders indicated the 

fishery/wildlife school maintained records of research pu-

blications of staff and students. Twenty-two percent said 

no records were maintained. Of those responding in the po-

sitive, 97 percent said the records were available. 
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TABLE 3 

Calculation of research costs as a measure of efficiency: 
unit leader and cooperator responses. 

Method Unit Leaders 

Cost based on the total 
amount of funds provided 
for in the research 
project contract/grant 

Cost based on the amount of 
funds provided for in the 
research contract/grant, 
less overhead 

Cost based on salaries 
(professional, technical, 
students), equipment, 
supplies, travel and other 
actual expenses 

Other 

21 

13 

53 

13 

Cooperators 

17 

17 

33 

33 
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Education. 

Ninety-five percent of the unit leaders indicated they 

know where a unit student goes or what he/she does upon 

graduation. The remaining five percent indicated they have 

such information approximately 80 percent (mean) of the 

time. Sixty-three percent of the unit leaders indicated the 

university maintained records on employment of its students 

and that generally such records were available. 

One hundred percent of the unit leaders and cooperators 

indicated the university provided the necessary array of 

courses so that a student could meet the minimum entrance 

level requirements for fishery/wildlife biologist or re-

search position in the federal government. 

Unit leaders were asked a series of questions on whether 

the university provided the necessary array of courses so 

that a student could meet certain certification require-

ments. Seventy percent of the wildlife and combined fishery 

and wildlife unit leaders indicated their university provid-

ed the necessary array of courses to meet the Wildlife So-

ciety requirements in effect in January 1980. Six percent 

said no and 19 percent did not know. All of those that said 

no indicated the university was in the process of modifying 

its curricula to allow students to meet such requirements. 

Eighty-eight percent of the fishery and combined fishery and 
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wildlife unit leaders indicated their university provided 

the necessary array of courses so that a student could meet 

the American Fisheries Society requirements for certifica-

tion. Twelve percent were uncertain. 

Seventy-six percent of the unit leaders indicated they 

were always involved in selection of applicants for admis-

sion to the fishery/wildlife graduate school. Twenty-four 

percent indicated involvement only some of the time. Condi-

tions under which such involvement occurred included: 1) 

rotational committee assignments; 2) option of university 

selection committee; and 3) only if applicant recruited by 

unit staff. 

Ninety-five percent of the unit leaders indicated the 

school had an official process for evaluating academic 

course instruction. Seventy-four percent of the respondents 

indicated that unit staff instruction was subject to the 

evaluation process and 18 percent said the process was op-

tional. The primary method for evaluation was the student 

evaluation form. Approximately 10 percent of the unit lead-

ers indicated there was no peer evaluation procedure in ef-

fect. 

Unit leaders were asked to indicate the criteria they use 

in deciding to serve on a student's graduate committee as 

chairman/major advisor. The most frequently mentioned 
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criteria were: 1) whether student is funded through the 

unit; 2) nature of research project (ability to contribute); 

3) existing workload; 4) capabilities of student (academic, 

personal, etc.); and 5) if requested. Similarly, criteria 

used in deciding to serve on a graduate student's committee 

as a committee member included: 1) nature of research pro-

ject (ability to contribute); 2) existing workload; 3) capa-

bilities of student and other advisors: and 4) if requested. 

Technical assistance. 

Eighty-five percent of the unit leaders indicated know-

ledge of how the re~ults of their technical assistance work 

was used by an agency or organization. 

Fifty percent of the unit leaders said that technical as-

sistance work could be categorized by fish, wildlife or 

plant species or groups of species. Forty-five percent said 

such work cold be categorized 68 percent (mean) of the time. 

Three out of five cooperators indicated such characteriza-

tion could be made. 

Twenty-two percent of the unit leaders indicated that 

technical assistance could be categorized by resource value 

of the habitat impacted, involved or affected, while 50 per-

cent said such characterization could occur only 45 percent 

(mean) of the time. Three out of five cooperators responded 

positively. 
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EEO/affirmative action. 

Unit leaders were asked whether the fishery/wildlife 

school maintained records on minority or women graduate stu-

dent enrollment. Seventy-eight percent of the respondents 

said yes, 17 percent said no and five percent indicated unc-

ertainty. One hundred percent of those responding yes indi-

cated the records were available. 

Other information obtained. 

As a matter of general interest, unit leaders were asked: 

What do you consider to be factors attractive/advantageous 

to a university graduate student to attend a school with a 

cooperative uni ts program? Factors most frequently men-

tioned were financial support, applied research type pro-

jects, availability of equipment and facilities, future job 

opportunities, contact with federal and state professional 

biologists and reputation of the units program. In response 

to the same question cooperators indicated financial assis-

tance, future job potential, management oriented research 

projects, reputation of school, availability of equipment 

and contact with federal and state professional biologists. 

Unit leaders and cooperators were asked a similar ques-

tion with regard to each of the cooperators. The factors 

most frequently mentioned by unit leaders for state censer-
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vation agency cooperators included research capability in-

creased at low cost, liaison and contact with federal and 

university professionals, source of training, and source of 

new employees. Cooperators indicated that for the state 

conservation agency the units program was important because 

it promoted interagency coordination and communication, ac-

complished relevant research and produced well qualified 

students for employment. 

The factors most frequently mentioned by unit leaders for 

university cooperators included increased faculty and course 

offerings at little cost, strengthened research and grant/ 

contract capability, liaison and contact with federal and 

state professionals and programs, increased equipment, fa-

cilities and vehicles, and increased student load. For the 

university cooperator, cooperators responding to the questi-

onnaire suggested the program was important because it in-

creased the size of the faculty, increased financial sup-

port, enhanced communications with state and federal 

agencies and made additional equipment available. 

The factors most frequently mentioned by unit leaders for 

the federal cooperator included means of accomplishing re-

search, source of potential new employees and liaison with 

state and university professionals. Cooperators indicated 

that for the federal cooperator the units program was imper-
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tant because of the superiority of the research atmosphere, 

speed in which research could be conducted, low cost for the 

research, enhanced communications and coordination with 

state and university scientists, and influence that can be 

exerted on the production of trained biologists. 

The factors most fregeuntly mentioned by unit leaders for 

the Wildlife Management Institute included influence exerted 

on education and research, public relations and technical 

assistance. Cooperators suggested that the benefits to the 

Wildlife Management Institute involved an information 

source, assistance with publications and conferences, help 

with legislative matters, contact at local levels and asso-

ciation with superior research programs and staff. 

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO THE LETTER 

While 61 percent of the cooperators responded to the let-

ter, not all cooperators responded to each question, and in 

two instances, the cooperator discussed evaluation needs in 

general terms rather than answering specific questions. A 

copy of the letter is provided in Appendix IV. 
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Activities Subject to Evaluation 

Cooperators were given a list of the activities that had 

been tentatively identified for evaluation that included re-

search, technical assistance, education (academic course in-

struction, student advisement and in-service training or re-

training), professional services, public information 

services, EEO/affirmative action, unit staff training and 

development, and unit administration and management. Given 

this list, cooperators were asked if there were any other 

categories of activities that should be identified for eval-

uation? Fifty-three percent of the cooperators (12 state 

and 13 university cooperators) responded that the list in-

cluded all activities. The remaining respondents suggested 

additional activities including publications and presenta-

tions, outreach programs, library maintenance, grantsman-

ship, liaison with the state, professional consulting, labo-

ratory and field station management and planning. 

Cooperators were asked if they would like to see any of 

the listed activities deleted from an evaluation procedure? 

Thirteen percent of the cooperators suggested deleting or 

minimizing unit staff training and development and unit ad-

ministration and management. Six percent of the respondents 

recommended either deleting or minimizing public information 

services and professional services. Twenty-three percent of 
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the respondents (five state and six university cooperators) 

indicated EEO/affirmative action activities should be either 

deleted or minimized. The EEO/affirmative action activity 

received the most negative responses as indicated in Table 

4. 
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TABLE 4 

Activities that should be deleted or minimized in an 
evaluation procedure: state and university cooperator 

responses. 

Number of respondents 
recommending deletion 

Activity 
Education 

State University 

Academic 
course 
instruction 

Student 
advisement 

In-service 
training or 
retraining 

Research 

Technical as-
sistance 

Public inf orma-
tion services 

Professional 
services 

EEO/affirmative 
action 

Unit staff train-
ing and develop-
ment 

Unit administra-
tion and manage-
ment 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 1 

0 0 

1 0 

4 3 

1 2 

1 2 

Number of respondents 
recommending minimazation 

State University Total 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 1 

2 1 3 

1 1 3 

1 3 11 

1 2 6 

1 2 6 
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Criteria for Assessing Activities 

Cooperators were asked: What criteria can be used to 

measure effectiveness? A definition of effectiveness was 

provided. Many of the responses received provided measures 

of efficiency rather than effectiveness as requested. 

Research. 

For the research activity 11 of the respondents suggested 

number and/or quality of research papers or reports pub-

lished in refereed journals or other publications. Eight 

respondents suggested usefulness of results of unit research 

projects to management agencies. The number of research 

projects underway or undertaken/supervised was suggested by 

six cooperators. Five cooperators suggested the number of 

papers presented at scientific meetings and five suggested 

the amount of research dollars obtained from outside sourc-

es. Five cooperators also suggested the number and/or qual-

ity of reviewed research papers. Two cooperators suggested 

the number of times research is cited by other authors as an 

evaluation criteria. 

Education. 

For academic course instruction, an element of the educa-

tion activity, six cooperators suggested that the results of 
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student evaluations be used as the criteria. Four coopera-

tors suggested the number of courses taught. Number of 

training hours generated, number of students taking the 

course and willingness to teach were also suggested as 

criteria. 

For student advisement, seven cooperators suggested the 

number, percent or proportion of students gainfully employed 

as biologists or enrolled for higher degrees as a criteria 

for measuring effectiveness. Five cooperators suggested the 

number, percent or proportion of unit students completing 

degree program. Other suggestions included number of stu-

dents enrolled at the M.S. and Ph.D. level, number of unit 

graduate students, number or proportion of students enrolled 

who publish the results of their research, number of gradu-

ate students being advised by the leader or assistant lead-

er, number of Ph.D. or M.S. thesis committees served on as 

chairman, ability to stimulate students to a higher level of 

productivity, effectiveness in dealing with students, quali-

ty of students obtaining advanced degrees, amount of under-

graduate advisement, number of students to staff, employment 

record of graduated students, type of positions students ob-

tain in the work arena, frequency that management agencies 

recommend to employees seeking advanced degrees that they 

apply to the unit, management agency recruitment of unit 

graduates, and time required for a student to graduate. 
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For in-service training or retraining four cooperators 

suggested as an assessment criteria the number of workshops, 

seminars or other continuing or extension offerings by unit 

staff. Also suggested was evaluation by participants (form 

used similar to that used in student evaluation of courses). 

Technical assistance. 

For the technical assistance activity cooperators sug-

gested the number of consultations on-going, number of con-

sultations completed, quality of consultations, amount of 

local advisement to business and industry, man-days of con-

sultation, task forces and/or committees served on, and time 

spent as an expert witness. 

Professional services. 

For the professional services activity the measures of 

effectiveness suggested by cooperators included number of 

meetings attended, professionalism in all aspects, and func-

tional effectiveness with colleagues. 

Public information services. 

For the public information services activity cooperators 

suggested the number of public talks, speeches and the like, 

and the number of brochures, articles or public oriented pu-

blications produced as measures of effectiveness. 
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EEO/affirmative action. 

No suggestions were received from cooperators for mea-

sures of effectiveness of EEO/affirmative action activity. 

Unit staff training and development. 

No suggestions were received from cooperators for mea-

sures of effectiveness of the training and development ac-

tivity. 

Unit administration and management. 

For this activity measures of effectiveness suggested by 

cooperators included skill, content of library and avail-

ability of material, scheduling of work crews, secretarial 

production and timeliness of correspondence. 

Other comments. 

Five cooperators suggested criteria for measuring effec-

tiveness should not include numerical data. Two cooperators 

suggested that the units be reviewed by annual or quarterly 

narrative reports. One cooperator commented that the units 

were being evaluated at committee meetings and further eval-

uation was not necessary. Another cooperator suggested that 

the units be evaluated by comparison with a random sample of 

researchers in federal laboratories. 
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Usefulness of Evaluation 

Table 5 provides a summary of responses from cooperators 

to the question: How useful would it be to have unit out-

puts measured by indices of efficiency and effectiveness? 

In commenting on this question two cooperators suggested 

that because of differences in unit programs and locations 

the use of standard indices would be of questionable value. 

Responsibility for Evaluation 

Cooperators were asked to indicate their preference for 

handling responsibility for conducting evaluation. While 32 

of the respondents supported one of the three methods sug-

gested (Table 6), the remaining respondents recommended oth-

er alternatives including having students participate in the 

evaluation, setting up a committee of outside peers to eval-

uate the units, and setting up a committee of unit personnel 

to evaluate the units. 

Frequency of Evaluation 

A breakdown of the responses to the question of frequency 

of evaluation is presented in Table 7. In addition, one 

university cooperator suggested that evaluation should occur 

as needed, but not to exceed five years between evaluations 

and another university cooperator suggested once over light-

ly every year with an indepth review every five years. 
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TABLE 5 

Usefulness of evaluation of unit outputs: State and 
university cooperator responses. 

Level Number of Number of 
of state university 

usefulness cooperators cooperators Total 

Very useful 3 1 4 

useful 3 6 9 

Do not know 10 1 11 

Not very useful 3 7 10 

Of no usefulness 0 4 4 

Total 19 19 38 
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TABLE 6 

Responsibility for evaluation: state and university 
cooperator responses. 

Responsibility 

Number of 
state 

supporting 

Outside individual 
or group conduct 
entire evaluation 

Unit staff record 
outputs, coordinat-
ing committee 
assess 

Unit staff conduct 
entire evaluation, 
coordinating com-
mittee review and 
approve 

Total 

1 

6 

9 

16 

Number of 
universities 

supporting Total 

6 7 

5 11 

5 14 

16 32 
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TABLE 7 

Frequency of evaluation: state and university cooperator 
responses: 

Frequency 
of 

Evaluation 

Annual 

Every 2 years 

Every 2 to 3 

Every 2 to 5 

Every 3 years 

Every 3 to 4 

Every 3 to 5 

Every 4 to 5 

State 
cooperator 

response 

11 

1 

years 1 

years 1 

1 

years 0 

years 1 

years 2 

Every 6 months 0 

Total 18 

University 
cooperator 

response 

10 

3 

0 

0 

2 

1 

2 

0 

1 

19 

Total 

21 

4 

1 

1 

3 

1 

3 

2 

1 

37 



Chapter V 

EVALUATION PROCEDURE 

The Cooperative Fishery and Wildlife Research Units Pro-

gram Accomplishments Procedure is presented in Appendix IX. 

It involves the identification and description of unit out-

puts in terms of activity and accomlishment. Activity is 

described as the functional categories of work and prof es-

sional tasks proposed, underway, or completed. The entire 

process of attainment or completion of an activity is the 

accomplishment. Two criteria for evaluating unit accom-

plishments are used: efficiency and effectiveness. Effi-

ciency is defined as the results of an effort related to 

cost, time and the number of units produced, impacted or af-

fected (Tripodi et al. 1978:45). Effectiveness is inter-

preted from the work of Wholey et al. (1976:25) as the qual-

ity of outcome ( s) of an activity as influenced by 

contributions made by the cooperative fishery or wildlife 

unit. 

In the reporting procedure guidelines activity categories 

are described and then subdivided into specific work ele-

ments. For each work element measures of accomplishment 

have been developed. Codes have been assigned to most data 

for recording information on a pre-printed form. Narrative 

64 
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and numeric information is required for some data. While 

very specific information on unit activities and their im-

pacts are required by the procedure, reporting such informa-

tion should be facilitated by utilization of a coded record-

ing format. Computer processing will enhance data 

manipulation and distribution of results. 

The Cooperative Fishery and Wildlife Research Units Ac-

complishment Procedure is based on a combination of basic 

assumptions underlying the specific program activities being 

evaluated and personal values on the part of those whose ac-

tivities are being evaluated and those who are doing the 

evaluation, in this case, the same individuals. The subjec-

tivity inherent in the process precludes obtaining absolute-

ly reliable and valid information on all accomplishments. 

Further, program evaluation should not be thought of as pro-

viding "all the answers" or information needed or used in 

decisions involving program policy, budget justification 

and/or resource allocation. Political, geographic, social, 

economic and other considerations will and should enter into 

the decision-making process. Basically, an evaluation 

procedure provides additional, and hopefully, better infor-

mation on which decisions can be made at all organizational 

levels. 
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REPORT FORM 

A report form was developed to record program activities 

and related accomplishments. Each section and column of the 

form is labled to correspond to the tabed sections in the 

reporting procedure guidelines. Coded, narrative or numeric 

information is to be recorded in each column of the report 

form for the specific item of work undertaken by the unit or 

related to the unit's programs or activities. 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

In order to insure consistency and standardize responses 

in the evaluation procedure, definitions of certain terms 

related to unit activities were developed based on common 

knowledge, literature review and personal interviews and 

consultations. As a result of unit leader and cooperator 

responses to the letter and questionnaire these terms were 

modified or refined as follows: 

A unit research project is any research that meets 
one or more of the following conditions: 1) under 
the direct supervision of the unit leader or as-
sistant leader; 2) in which the unit leader or as-
sistant leader is principle investigator or co-in-
vestigator; 3) that recieves at least 50 percent 
or more of its support (e.g., funds, technical as-
sistance or equipment) from the unit; or 4) that 
is approved by action of the coordinating commit-
tee. 

A unit student is any individual enrolled in the 
university graduate program who meets one or more 
of the following conditions: 1) is working on a 
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unit research project; 2) performs thesis research 
or related work for or under the direct supervi-
sion of the unit leader or assistant leader; 3) is 
advised by the unit leader or assistant leader 
(e.g., the unit leader or assistant leader serves 
on the students graduate committee as chairman or 
major advisor); 4) receives 50 percent or more 
funding or assistance (e.g., use of equipment, fa-
cilities, etc.) from the unit. 

Academic course instruction is teaching an offi-
cial university course as either 1) the primary or 
major instructor, or 2) a member of a group of in-
structors in a team taught course. In addition, 
the following activities will be reported as aca-
demic course instruction: 1) a guest lecturer in 
an official course taught by another faculty mem-
ber at the same university in which the unit is 
located or at another institution (participation 
may occur only once, irregularly or each time the 
particular course is offered; 2) a substitute 
teacher for the entire course or one or more ses-
sions; and 3) the individual responsible for su-
pervising an independent studies type course or 
organizing and directing graduate seminar. 1 

In-service training or retraining involves the or-
ganization and/or conduct of a short course, work-
shop, seminar or special lecture aimed primarily 
at educating (i.e., developing technical or scien-
tific skills) fish and/or wildlife professionals 
and individuals other than university students. 

Technical assistance refers to programs, activi-
ties and services the unit leader provides upon 
request to private citizens, officials of federal, 
state or other governmental agencies and private 
nonprofit or commercial organizations that 
strengthen the capacity of the recipient(s) to im-
prove their performance with respect to an inhe-
rent or assigned function or special interest. 

1 This definition is for purposes of reporting activities 
and accomplishments and does not modify or rescind policy 
on unit teaching and undergraduate advisement issued by 
S.H. Smith, Director of the Bureau of Sport Fisheries in 
1973. 
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The delivery of technical assistance requires 
serving one or more of three functions: (U.S. Gen-
eral Accounting Office 1978:1-3) 

• Transferring technical or scientific informa-
tion. 

• Developing technical or scientific skills. 

• Developing and transferring products or tech-
nology. 

Such assistance or advice may be a continuing or 
intermittent long-term or a one-time involvement. 

Unit staff refers specifically to the unit leader, 
assistant leader, and any other permanent or 
part-time employee whose job description assigns 
himjher to the unit. Unit staff also applies to 
any individual, other than a student, under the 
direct supervision of the unit leader or assistant 
leader. 

Unit cooperator refers to the federal, state, 
university, and private (i.e., Wildlife Management 
Institute) entities that are cited in the coopera-
tive agreement. 

Coordinating committee refers to the individuals 
representing the unit cooperators that meet per-
iodically to carry out responsibilities identified 
in the cooperative agreement. 

Cooperative agreement refers to the legally bind-
ing document, signed by all unit cooperators, that 
describes the purposes of the unit, cooperator 
commi ttments and other administrative require-
ments. 
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DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES 

In the same manner as described for the definition of 

terms, activity statements were developed, modified or re-

fined as follows: 

Research: All activities related to proposing, 
conducting and/or supervising a unit research pro-
ject. 

Education: Unit staff activities involving academ-
ic course instruction, unit student advisement, 
work on university academic committees and other 
work related to teaching, advising students and 
participation as a university faculty member. 

Technical Assistance: Formal and informal scien-
tific and technical advice or assistance provided 
by the unit staff upon request to private citiz-
ens, officials of federal, state or other govern-
mental agencies and private nonprofit or commer-
cial organizations. Includes the planning, 
organization and/or conduct by a unit staff member 
of an in-service training or retraining workshop, 
seminar, lecture or the like. 

Professional Services: Unit staff involvement in 
professional and other societies, associations and 
organizations including membership activities, and 
attendance at professional meetings or symposia. 

Public Information Services: Non-technical and 
non-scientific public information activities un-
dertaken by the unit staff and/or publicity on the 
unit's programs or activities including such 
things as T.V. or radio appearance by a unit staff 
member, news media coverage of the unit, t .. v., ra-
dio, news or other media program for general publ-
ic consumption. 

EEO/Affirmative Action: All activities involving 
the unit that support federal, state and/or univ-
ersity programs and policies designed to provide 
individuals with equal opportunity in education, 
in employment or in any other unit related activi-
ty. 
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Unit Administration and Management: Unit staff 
activities involving day-to-day management of the 
unit including: l)liaison with cooperators and 
coordinating committee; 2) work involving the pre-
paration of management reports, both programmatic 
and budgetary; 3) planning, budgeting, and evalua-
tion of programs and/or activities of the unit; 4) 
equipment and facilities management including 
maintenance and inventory work; 5) safety manage-
ment; 6) personnel management and supervision; 
and, 7) unit staff training and development in-
cluding temporary assignments or details to work 
on programmatic or administrative matters. 

Commendations: Awards, honors or other commenda-
tions received by a unit staff member. 

Publications and Presentations: Unit staff activi-
ties involved--ril publication or presentation of 
unit research findings/results or other informa-
tion, both scientific and non-scientific. 

WORK ELEMENTS 

For purposes of the evaluation procedure unit activities 

were further described by specific work elements or state-

ments of work related to each activity. The work elements 

were developed based on the description of each activity, 

definition of terms, literature review, responses to the 

questionnaire and letter, personal interviews and consulta-

tions. 
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Research Work Elements 

The research activity has been subdivided into two spe-

cific work elements: 1) unit research project proposal; and 

2) unit research project. Within each of these two work 

elements a further breakdown has been made to allow for spe-

cific identification of the work. Research project propo-

sals are to be identified by the role of the units staff 

member in administering or conducting the research. 

Because of significant concern voiced by unit leaders and 

cooperators in response to the questionnaire regarding the 

original distinction made in publication and/or presentation 

of research findings/results, it was decided to handle all 

publication and presentation activities as a separate work 

element. 

Education Work Elements 

The education activity was subdivided into three broad 

work elements: 1) academic course instruction; 2) student 

advisory activities; and 3) university, department or school 

academic or faculty work other than student advisory activi-

ties or academic course instruction. 

Many respondents to the questionnaire were concerned that 

the definition of academic course instruction was too broad 

and that such activities as being a substitute instructor, 
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guest lecturer or supervising independent studies should not 

count as academic course instruction. Nevertheless, it was 

decided to continue to include such activities in the re-

porting procedure because they are activities legitimately 

undertaken by unit staff members. Undertaking such work 

does not necessarily violate the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser-

vice policy on unit teaching and undergraduate advisement 

(Smith 1973) that limits instruction as the principle in-

structor or team teaching a course to one per academic year. 

For purposes of the reporting procedure, academic course 

instruction was subdivided by type of instruction. Student 

advisory work has been subdivided by type of involvement of 

the unit staff member. The student advisory activity in-

volves work with all students including unit students. 

A few unit leaders indicated that they were involved in 

academic work that did not specifically relate to teaching 

or student advisement such as serving on a committee for se-

lecting new students. Therefore, the following work element 

was developed: University, department or school academic or 

faculty work other than student advisory activities or aca-

demic course instruction. This work element has not been 

further subdivided, but can be as specific types of work are 

identified over time in the reporting procedure. 
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Technical Assistance Work Elements 

Based on the definition and description of the technical 

assistance activity, two broad work elements were developed: 

1) information transfer; and 2) in-service training or re-

training. 

The transfer of technical or scientific information in-

cludes such things as serving as an expert witness, partici-

pation on an endangered species recovery team or providing 

information on reducing bird depredation. In-service train-

ing or retraining involves the development and/or conduct of 

workshops, lectures, short courses or seminars by the unit 

staff for professional fish and/or wildlife biologists and 

other individuals other than students. All technical assis-

tance work elements are further subdivided by the agency or 

other recipients of the assistance. 

Professional Services Work Elements 

The professional services activity has been subdivided 

into three broad work elements: 1) professional and other 

society or association work; 2) review of manuscript refer-

red by other professional; and 3) other professional servic-

es activities not listed above. The professional and other 

society or association work element has been further subdi-

vided by type of involvement in the association or society. 
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Public Information Services Work Elements 

The public information services activity has been subdi-

vided into work elements based on the type of media involve-

ment as follows: l)television; 2) radio; 3) newspaper; 4) 

publication other than newspaper, e.g., pamphlet, popular or 

semi-popular magazine, book or other monographic publication 

for general public distribution; 5) movie or other audio-vi-

sual media; 6) presentation of a popular or semi-popular na-

ture before a group; and 7) other public information servic-

es activities not listed above. 

Each of the public information services work elements are 

further subdivided by the type of involvement of the unit 

staff and the type of coverage by the media. 

EEO/Affirmative Action Work Elements 

The EEO/affirmative action activity has been subdivided 

into work elements as follows: 1) recruitment (activities 

aimed at attracting women and/or minorities to the profes-

sion, to the unit school as students or to the unit as em-

ployees, both professional and other); 2) employment (the 

actual employment of a minority and/or woman); 3) unit stu-

dent; 4) job placement; 5) work on EEO/affirmative action 

boards, committees or other groups; 6) special projects; and 

7) other activities not listed above. These work elements 

are further subdivided by type of involvement. 
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Unit Administration and Management Work Elements 

The administration and management activity has been sub-

divided into work elements as follows: 1) unit program 

planning; 2) unit program budgeting; 3) unit and other pro-

gram evaluation; 4) unit personnel management; 5) equipment 

and/or facilities management; inventory work; space manage-

ment; safety management; property management; 6) liaison 

with cooperators on administration and management; and 8) 

unit staff training and development. 

Commendations Work Element 

Only one work element has been devised for this activity: 

award, honor, prize, commendation or other recognition re-

ceived for professional or other activities. The work ele-

ment is further subdivided by type of organization or agency 

conferring the award. 

Publications and Presentations Work Elements 

The publications and presentations activity has been sub-

divided into four work elements as follows: 1) publication 

of findings/results of unit research project; 2) presenta-

tion of findings/results of unit research project; 3) publi-

cation other than findings/results of unit research project; 

and 4) presentation other than findings/results of unit re-
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search project. Publications are further subdivided by type 

of publication (book, chapter in book, scientific or techni-

cal journal, etc.). Presentations are to be specified by 

being either invited or volunteered and by the type of group 

to which the presentation is made; local, state, regional, 

national, international or other group, society or associa-

tion. 

EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS ACCOMPLISHMENT MEASURES 

Based on information received in the unit leader questi-

onnaire, cooperator letter, review of literature, personal 

interviews and consultations, measures of efficiency and ef-

fectiveness were devised for most work elements. Some work 

elements either did not lend themselves to appropriate eval-

uation criteria or the results of such measurements were not 

deemed useful or appropriate to the purposes of the evalua-

tion. In such cases, measures of efficiency and effective-

ness were not developed for the reporting procedure. 

For most work elements measures of efficiency include: 

1) financial cost of the effort; 2) time devoted to the ef-

fort; and 3) number of units of effort produced, impacted or 

affected. 

With regard to the financial cost of the effort, the ac-

tual or estimated cost of undertaking the work element is to 
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be recorded on the report form rounded off to the nearest 

whole dollar. With regard to the time devoted to the ef-

fort, the actual or estimated time in hours, days or months 

as specified is to be recorded on the report form for each 

work element. If the work being reported took less than a 

full hour, day or month, it is to be entered on the report 

form as if it were a full hour, day or month. Units of ef-

fort produced, impacted or affected by the item of work are 

to be displayed as a number such as the number of students 

affected, number of words written and the like. 

Most of the effectiveness measures developed for the var-

ious activities involve a subjective judgement of the quali-

ty of the outcome of the work as influenced by the contribu-

tion made by the cooperative unit. The effectiveness 

measure represents the unit staff's judgement as to the de-

gree to which the unit influenced the outcome of the work or 

contributed to the successful completion of the work or the 

impact the work had on the resource or an individual. As 

such it has been described in the reporting procedure as the 

impact of involvement on outcome. 
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OTHER MEASURES 

In addition to efficiency and effectiveness measures to 

describe accomplishments of the cooperative units program, 

certain other measures of unit work have been devised to 

help quantify and judge the value or impacts of the program. 

Species Involved In or Impacted By the Work Element 

Unit leaders were asked if their research and technical 

assistance work could be described in terms of the fish, 

wildlife or plant species or groups of species involved in 

or impacted by the work. Ninety-eight percent responded af-

firmatively that such work can be so categorized 68 percent 

(mean) of the time. 

Species data is not intended as a measure of accomplish-

ment. Such information is, however, of particular interest 

to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and may be of value to 

other recipients of evaluation data. Coupled with data on 

habitat, it can be used in describing work of the units pro-

gram relative to resource priorities and the like. 

More than one code can be recorded on the report form to 

indicate the fish, wildlife or plant species or groups of 

species involved in or impacted by the activity being re-

ported. 
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Habitat Values 

The habitat impacted by or involved in the specific work 

element primarily relates to the research and technical as-

sistance activity categories. 

Unit leaders were asked if their research and technical 

assistance work could be categorized by the value of the ha-

bitat impacted by or involved in the work. Eighty-four per-

cent of the unit leaders indicated research could be so ca-

tegorized 53 percent (mean) of the time. Seventy-two 

percent of the unit leaders indicated that technical assis-

tance could be so categorized 45 percent (mean) of the time. 

Habitat values are not intended as measures of effective-

ness or efficiency because there has been no attempt made to 

relate habitat impacted by or involved in the activity to a 

specific unit of accomplishment such as the number of acres 

of endangered species critical habitat proposed or designat-

ed as a result of the unit's research or technical assis-

tance effort. 

More than one code can be recorded on the report form to 

indicate the habitat value involved in or impacted by the 

activity being reported. 
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Habitat Type 

The type of habitat influenced by or involved in the spe-

cific work element primarily relates to the research and 

technical assistance activity categories. 

Ninety-eight percent of the unit leaders indicated that 

their research could be categorized by habitat type 56 per-

cent (mean) of the time. One hundred percent of the unit 

leaders responded that their technical assistance work could 

be categorized by habitat type 56 percent (mean) of the 

time. 

Habitat type descriptors are not intended as a measure of 

accomplishment, but rather as an indication of the extent 

and variety of land and water resource related work of the 

units program. 

More than one code can be recorded on the report form to 

indicate the habitat type involved in or impacted by the ac-

tivity being reported. 

Program Supported 

The program or programs supported by the activity is to 

be indicated for every item of work reported. For example, 

if the work being reported involved teaching an academic 

course, it is most likely to support the university coopera-

tor program. If the work involved a member of the unit 
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staff taking a supervisory training course, the work is most 

likely to support the cooperative research units program. 

The program or programs supported by the work may or may 

not be the same as the source or sources of funding the 

work. It may involve one or more agencies or agency pro-

grams, organizations or individuals the work was done for 

and/or funded by, and it also may involve any other agen-

cies, organizations or individuals the work benefits because 

it is related to their functions or needs. 

Program support data is not intended as a measure of ac-

complishment. Rather, it is intended to show the array of 

agencies (or agency programs), organizations or individuals 

unit work benefits. Information on programs supported, ac-

cumulated over a period of time and coupled with other data 

such as funding and time may be useful in justifying future 

resource allocations. 

Funding Source 

The source of funds to conduct or undertake an item of 

work is to be recorded for every work element unless no 

costs are involved in which case the code for none is to be 

used. 

Data on the source or sources of funding various work 

elements, coupled with other data such as the actual or es-
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timated costs of the effort and the program or programs sup-

ported may be of value for such things as detecting funding 

imbalances for future resource justification and allocation. 

Funding source codes are similar to descriptors used for 

programs supported and more than one code may be recorded on 

the report form. 

Location of Work 

The U.S. Water Resources Council Hydrologic Unit Codes as 

contained in the Water Resources Aggregated Subregional map 

from the second national assessment of water and related 

land resourses (published by the U.S. Geological Survey, 

1977) are to be used to indicate the geographic location of 

the work being reported. 

Report Control Data 

In any reporting procedure it is necessary to have some 

report control techniques. For purposes of accounting, the 

U.S. Fish and wildlife Service has assigned each cooperative 

unit with a unique number. This number plus a report filing 

date was deemed adequate for individual report control pur-

poses. 
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Staff Involved 

In order to distinguish the unit staff person involved in 

the item of work being reported, descriptors were developed 

for staff involved. 

If more than one individual is equally involved in the 

item of work being reported, the activity can be recorded as 

many times as necessary to adequately describe the role of 

each individual. 

Status of Work 

In order to track the stage or status of an item of work 

being reported, various status of work descriptors were de-

veloped. Status of work descriptors include proposed/propo-

sal, on-going, completed, discontinued/terminated, delayed 

and revised. The revised descriptor is for any element of 

work recorded in a previous reporting period and subsequent-

ly found to contain an error, innacuracy or omission. 

Narrative Information 

Two sections on the report form are provided for record-

ing information in narrative rather than coded or numeric 

form. 

In the work element description section of the report 

form the research project title, course title, technical as-
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sistance project name, name of association or other narra-

tive description of the work is to be recorded. 

While most work elements will be reported on only once, 

at the completion or termination of the work when accom-

plishments can be enumerated, some work items may require 

periodic updating. For example, a research project that is 

proposed and recorded in one reporting period will require 

up-dating in a future reporting period when a change of sta-

tus occurs from proposed to on-going, terminated, completed 

or the like. The narrative description of the activity is 

intended to help in locating and up-dating the appropriate 

item of work. 

In addition to the narrative description of the work, a 

section is provided on the report form to describe any as-

pect of an item of work being reported that can not be ade-

quately described by the descriptors provided. Comments and 

information provided in the narrative section will be used 

to refine or revise the evaluation procedure, reporting form 

and the like. 



Chapter VI 

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

At the onset of the study it was recognized that with 50 

different cooperative units in 31 different locations and 78 

different cooperators the units program would be involved in 

a great variety of activities and there would be differing 

needs and uses of evaluation data. This assumption was born 

out in the literature and the variety of responses received 

from unit leaders and state and university cooperators to 

the questionnaire and the letter. It was confirmed in dis-

cussions with others familiar with the program. Because of 

this fact and as a result of discussions with administrators 

of the cooperative units program and other individuals in 

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and at Virginia Polytech-

nic Institute and State University, it was decided that the 

procedure for evaluating the units must meet both individual 

unit needs and overall national needs for such data. Thus, 

the procedure must be flexible enought to cover activities 

of all units, and yet rigid enought to allow compilation and 

consideration on a national basis. 
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NEED FOR EVALUATION DATA 

Evaluation is a process of assessment or appraisal of the 

value or worth of some activity or program. According to 

Wholey et al. (1976:53), agencies need evaluation data to 

help justify their budget requests and to aid in the effi-

cient allocation of resources. Program managers need evalu-

ation to help in program control and day-to-day management 

decisions or internal program policy making. Project manag-

ers need evaluation data to help plan, define objectives, 

set priorities and assess project direction and progress. 

Representatives of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in-

dicated evaluation data was needed in order to identify unit 

activities and appraise the impact such activities have in 

meeting Service and program objectives. Such information 

would improve budget justification documentation and assist 

in resource allocation decisions. Needs for evaluation data 

by cooperators varied significantly. Eleven percent of the 

cooperators indicated an evaluation procedure would be of 

little or no use to them, while 24 percent indicated such 

information would be either useful or very useful. Other 

cooperators felt that for various reasons evaluation of unit 

outputs would be difficult and of questionable value. Only 

one cooperator stated that evaluation data would be very 

useful. According to this respondent, effectiveness mea-
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sures are important for a cooperator because they provide 

the assessment of the degree to which a need has been met or 

satisfied, and efficiency measures are important because 

they provide the return per unit effort expended that is ne-

cessary for program planning and revision. 

Some cooperators were only interested in evaluation of 

certain activities, mainly research and education. Thirteen 

percent of the cooperators thought that unit administration 

and management should be either deleted or minimized in an 

evaluation procedure. Six percent of the cooperators recom-

mended either deleting or minimizing public information ser-

vices and professional services. Twenty-three percent of 

the respondents indicated EEO/affirmative action should be 

either deleted or minimized. Many of the cooperators indi-

cated that education and research are the primary functions 

of the units and the only areas of interest to them. On the 

other hand, technical assistance, public information servic-

es and EEO/affirmative action activities were among the most 

important aspects for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

With a computerized system specific reports can be generated 

on only certain aspects of the program at different inter-

vals for different cooperators, thereby meeting the needs of 

all cooperators. 
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USEFULNESS OF EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES 

Some of the questions that one should ask in considering 

the effectiveness of a program or activity according to Tri-

podi et al. ( 1978: 139) include: What results can be ac-

hieved that can be attributed to the program? Are changes 

in knowledge, attitudes or skills of beneficiaries of the 

program or activity evident? What results could have been 

obtained without the program or activity? Did the program 

or activity result in any unanticipated outcomes, either de-

sirable or undesirable? Was the program effective in meet-

ing needs of beneficiaries? 

Given the definition of effectiveness previously men-

tioned and with the questions posed by Tripodi et al. in 

mind, cooperators and unit leaders were asked a series of 

questions in the December 7, 1979 questionnaire and the Jan-

uary 30, 1980 letter aimed at identifying measures of effec-

tiveness of unit activities. For example, unit leaders and 

cooperators were asked certain questions related to how re-

search results/findings are used and the impact such re-

search had on resources (type of habitat, kinds of species, 

etc.). Cooperators also were asked to identify measures 

that would be useful to them in evaluating the effectiveness 

of unit activities. While many cooperators suggested mea-

sures of efficiency rather than effectiveness, some useful 
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suggestions were provided. With regard to resarch, 18 per-

cent of the cooperators suggested the usefulness of results 

of unit research projects to management agencies as a mea-

surement criterion and whether the agency seeks contracts 

for research with the unit over and above the basic contri-

bution to the unit. One of the most frequently cited mea-

sures for academic course instruction was to use the results 

of student evaluations. With regard to student advisement 

work, cooperators suggested such things as the quality of 

graduate students, performance of unit trained students 

hired by agencies, ability of unit staff to stimulate stu-

dents to a higher level of productivity and employment by 

management agencies of unit graduates. With regard to in-

service training or retraining, it was suggested that parti-

cipants in the training evaluate the quality of the experi-

ence. No useful effectiveness measures were provided for 

public information services, EEO/affirmative action, profes-

sional services or unit administration and management. 

From the foregoing summary of cooperator suggestions of 

criteria useful in measuring unit activities it is obvious 

that measures of effectiveness are readily available for the 

most important unit activities--research and education--and 

apparently such measures would be useful to cooperators. 
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USEFULNESS OF EFFICIENCY MEASURES 

As previously mentioned, quantitative data on unit activ-

ities is a need of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. In 

addition, many of the cooperators suggested quantitative 

measures for evaluating accomplishments in research, educa-

tion, technical assistance and other activities. For exam-

ple, 13 percent of the cooperators suggested as a measure of 

the research activity, the number of research projects un-

derway or undertaken/supervised; 24 percent suggested the 

number and/or quality of research papers or reports pub-

lished in refereed journals and other publications, and 11 

percent suggested the number of papers presented at scien-

tific meetings. Other suggestions included the ability to 

provide useful data at reasonable cost and the length of 

time required to complete research. With regard to academic 

course instruction, efficiency measures suggested included 

such things as the number of courses taught, number of stu-

dents taking a course and the number of training hours gen-

erated. In the area of student advisement, an element of 

the education activity, cooperator's suggestions included 

the number of students in the unit program at the M.S. and 

Ph.D. levels, number of students being advised, number, per-

cent or proportion of unit students completing degree pro-

gram, time required for unit students to graduate, employ-
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ment record of graduated students and type of positions 

graduated students obtain in the work arena. Number of 

workshops, seminars or other continuing or extension offer-

ings by unit staff was the most frequently suggested mea-

surement criterion for the in-service training or retraining 

function. Some measures sugqested by cooperators for the 

public information services activity included number of 

public talks and speeches and number of brochures, articles 

and other public oriented publications produced. With re-

gard to technical assistance, more than one cooperator sug-

gested number of consultations on-going, number of consulta-

tions completed and man-days of consultation as measurement 

criteria. No useful measures were provided by cooperators 

for the EEO/affirmative action activity or unit administra-

tion and management. 

From the foregoing summary of cooperator suggestions of 

criteria useful in measuring unit activities it is obvious 

that many of the unit's activities readily lend themselves 

to efficiency measures, and apparently such measures would 

be useful to cooperators. 
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TESTING THE PROCEDURE 

Further testing of the evaluation procedure is necessary. 

Such testing will not only educate unit staff in use of the 

procedure, but also allow for refinement of descriptors of 

work and accomplishment measures. The procedure has been 

designed to allow refinement and modification as experience 

with its use or as new requirements of the cooperators war-

rant. 

SYSTEMS DESIGN AND HARDWARE 

The U.S .. Fish and Wildlife Service should contract for 

systems design work to computerize the evaluation procedure. 

It is recommended that the Service's MANAGE system be ex-

plored as a likely software package for data storage, mani-

pulation and report generation. 

It will be necessary for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser-

vice to determine method of input and computer hardware 

needs before the procedure can be operationalized. Options 

to be explored include but are not limited to direct input 

to a computer facility on the unit university campus, input 

by the unit to a central data processing facility or submis-

sion of report forms to the Washington, D.C. Office of 

Cooperative Research Units for processing. 
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REPORTING AND REPORTS GENERATION 

Frequency of reporting must be determined. Options in-

clude: 1) monthly or quarterly (reporting new activities 

and changes that have taken place in previously recorded ac-

tivities); 2) annually (reporting all activities and result-

ing accomplishments of the previous 12 months); 3) continu-

ously (reporting specific activities as they are completed); 

and 4) intermittently (reporting only certain activities and 

accomplishments at specific intervals. 

Cooperators were asked how often the units program should 

be evaluated. Fifty-seven percent of the cooperators sug-

gested that evaluation be conducted annually. Eleven per-

cent of the cooperators suggested every two years as the ap-

propriate interval for evaluating the units. Every three 

years was suggested by eight percent of the cooperators as 

was every three to five years. With a computerized system 

reports can be generated at any time convenient to coopera-

tors and program administrators. 
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EVALUATION OF IN-SERVICE TRAINING OR RETRAINING 

A procedure should be developed for participants to cri-

tique in-service training or retraining seminars, workshops, 

lectures, short courses and the like conducted by coopera-

tive unit staffs. Such a procedure is necessary if judge-

ments are to be made as to the effectiveness of in-service 

training or retraining. 



Chapter VII 

SUMMARY · 

The Cooperative Fishery and Wildlife Reserch Units pro-

gram is a federal-state-private cooperative program of re-

search, graduate level training, and technical assistance. 

Formally authorized by Congress in 1960, the program actual-

ly began some 26 years earlier with the establishment of 

wildlife units at land grant universities in Virginia, Ore-

gon, and Iowa. J.N. "Ding" Darling, as Director of the Bu-

reau of Biological Survey, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 

was instrumental in establishment of the program. 

Each cooperative unit, of which there are 50 today, func-

tions under a cooperative agreement involving the U.S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service, the state conservation agency of the 

state in which the unit is located, the university where the 

unit is located, and for wildlife units and combined fishery 

and wildlife units, the Wildlife Management Institute. 

In recent years the program has been criticised as not 

meeting all the needs of the cooperator for research, educa-

tion, and other public services. In addition, particularly 

at the federal level, the program has not fared well in com-

petition for limited manpower and financial resources. On a 

number of occasions program administrators, cooperators and 
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others have discussed the need to identify unit outputs in 

terms more meaningful to decision-makers. With implementa-

tion of zero based budgeting in the federal government it 

became imperative for agencies to have systematic and con-

sistent means of identifying activities and measuring accom-

plishments. The President's Office of Management and Budget 

has directed agencies to ". . specify measures of accom-

plishment, workload, effectiveness and efficiency" (Mcintyre 

1978:7-8). Toward these ends the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 

Service's Office of Cooperative Research Units and Virginia 

Polytechnic Institute and State University's Department of 

Fisheries and Wildlife Research Sciences agreed to cooperate 

in this study to: 1) Identify and define the Cooperative 

Fishery and Wildlife Research Uni ts program; 2) Develop 

criteria for measuring the quality and quanity of unit out-

puts; 3) Integrate outputs data into a method for evaluating 

the effectiveness of the program in meeting individual unit 

and overall national objectives; and 4) Provide cooperators 

in the program with a methodology for program evaluation. 

The study did not involve an actual program evaluation or 

justification. 

One-hundred and twenty-nine individuals make up the tar-

get population of this study. The procedure for data col-

lection included literature review, development of a questi-
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onnaire to unit leaders ( 82 percent response level 

obtained), and a letter and copy of the questionnaire to 

state and university cooperators (59 percent response re-

ceived to the letter and 18 percent response received to the 

questionaire) and personal interviews with representatives 

of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Wildlife Management 

Institute, Sport Fishing Institute, and others. 

Based on the information obtained from these sources de-

finitions were developed for certain terms frequently used 

in the units program including unit research project, unit 

student, academic course instruction, in-service training or 

retraining, technical assistance, unit staff, unit coopera-

tor and coordinating committee. 

The Cooperative Fishery and Wildlife Research Units Pro-

gram Accomplishments Procedure was modeled after a procedure 

developed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for identif-

ying and evaluating accomplishments of the habitat preserva-

tion program. The cooperative units accomplishment proce-

dure involves the identification and description of unit 

outputs in terms of: 

• Activity: Functional categories of work and profes-
sional tasks proposed, underway or completed, and 

• Accomplishment: The entire process of attainment or 
completion of an activity in terms of: 

• efficiency: the results of an effort related to 
cost, time and number of units produced, impacted or 
affected; and 
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• effectiveness: the quality of the outcome(s) of an 
activity as influenced by the contribution made by 
the cooperative unit. 

Activity categories are described and then subdivided 

into specific work elements. Activity categories include 

research, education, technical assistance, publications and 

presentations, professional services, public information 

services, EEO/affirmative action, commendations, and unit 

administration and management. Work elements are further 

subdivided into specific items of work. 

According to Tripodi et al. (1978:45), "Efficiency is an 

index of the relative cost of achieving program objectives, 

when costs include expenditure of manpower, time, money, 

physical facilities, and so forth." For purposes of this 

evaluation procedure, three measures of efficiency were de-

veloped for each work element: 

• Financial cost of the effort; 

• Time devoted to the effort; and 

• Number of units of effort produced impacted or affect-
ed. 

According to Wholey et al. (1976:25), effectiveness mea-

sures involve an assessment of the relative success of a 

program or activity in meeting objectives. Information re-

garding effectiveness may be either quantitative or qualita-

tive depending on the type of evaluation being conducted and 
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the purposes for conducting an evaluation. Most of the mea-

sures developed for this evaluation procedure involve sub-

jective judgements by unit staff of the quality of the out-

come(s) of an activity as influenced by the contributions 

made by the unit. 

In addition to identifying the work and measuring effi-

ciency and effectiveness, certain other resource related 

data is required in the reporting procedure including the 

identification of the fish, wildlife or plant species or 

groups of species involved in or impacted by the work, the 

identification of the value of the habitat impacted by or 

involved in the work (such as endangered species critical 

habitat, wildlife management area and the like) and the 

identification of the type of habitat impacted by or in-

volved in the work (such as upland deciduous forest, barrier 

island dune and the like). 

Financial and programmatic data required in the reporting 

procedure include identification of the program or programs 

the work supports and the source or sources of funds used to 

conduct or undertake the work. Data on the source or sourc-

es of funding various activities, coupled with other data 

such as the cost of the effort and the program or programs 

supported may be of value for such things as detecting fund-

ing imbalances for future resource justification and alloca-
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tion. Certain data for report control purposes has been re-

quired in the evaluation procedure. This includes identifi-

cation of the cooperative unit reporting and the date of the 

report, identification of the unit staff member involved in 

the work being reported, geographic location of the work be-

ing reported and a method for indicating the status of the 

wor~ being reported. Further, the reporting procedure pro-

vides for narrative description of the work and for describ-

ing activities or situations not covered. 

Codes have been assigned to most data for recording in-

formation on a pre-printed form. Narrative and numeric in-

formation is required for some data. While very specific 

information on unit activities and their impacts are re-

quired by the procedure, reporting such information should 

be facilitated by utilization of a coded recording format. 

A manual providing codes and guidelines for filling out the 

reporting form has been prepared. Computer processing of 

data will enhance data manipulation and distribution of re-

sults. 

It is recommended that the procedure be field tested be-

fore contracting for systems design work in order to refine 

work elements and evaluation criteria. Once a computer pro-

gram is designed to store, manipulate and retrieve the ac-

complishments data, it will be necessary to determine hard-

ware needs, the frequency of input and report generation. 
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The Cooperative Fishery and Wildlife Research Units Ac-

complishments Procedure is based on a combination of basic 

assumptions underlying the specific program activities being 

evaluated and personal values of those whose activities are 

being evaluated and those who are doing the evaluation, in 

this case, the same individuals. The subjectivity inherent 

in the process precludes obtaining absolutely valid and re-

liable information on all accomplishments. Further, program 

evaluation should not be thought of as providing "all the 

answers" or information needed or used in decisions involv-

ing program policy, budget justification and/or resources 

allocation. Poli tic al, geographic, social, economic and 

other considerations will and should enter into the deci-

sion-making process. Basically, an evaluation procedure 

provides additional, and hopefully, better information on 

which decisions can be made at all organizational levels. 
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Appendix A 

APPENDIX TABLES 

Appendix Table I. List of cooperative units by state. 

Location and institution 

Alabama 
Auburn University, Auburn 

Alaska 
University of Alaska, Fairbanks 

Arizona 
University of Arizona, Tucson 

California 
Humboldt State Univ., Arcata 

Colorado 
Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins 

Florida 
University of Florida, Gainesville 

Georgia 
University of Georgia, Athens 

Hawaii 
University of Hawaii, Honolulu 

Idaho 
University of Idaho, Moscow 

Iowa 
Iowa State University, Ames 

Louisiana 

Fishery 
unit 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

X* 

x 

x 

x 

x 

Wildlife 
unit 

x 

x 

x 

-0-

x 

X* 

x 

-0-

x 

x 

Louisiana State Univ., Baton Rouge x x 
continued 
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Location and institution unit unit 

Maine 
University of Maine, Orono X 

Massachusetts 
University of Mass., Amherst X 

Mississippi 
Mississippi State Univ., Starkville X* 

Missouri 
University of Missouri, Columbia X 

Montana 
Montana State Univ., Bozeman 
University of Montana, Missula 

New York 
Cornell University, Ithaca 

North Carolina 
N.C. State Univ., Raleigh 

Ohio 
Ohio State University, Columbus 

Oklahoma 
Oklahoma State Univ., Stillwater 

Oregon 
Oregon State University, Corvallis 

Pennsylvania 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

Pennsylvania State Univ., Univ. Park X 

South Dakota 
South Dakota State Univ., Brookings X 

Tennessee 
Tenn. Technolog'l Univ., Cookeville X 

x 

x 

X* 

x 

x 

x 

-0-

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

-0-
continued 
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Location and institution 

Utah 
Utah State University, Logan 

Virginia 
Va. Polytechnic Inst., Blacksburg 

Washington 
University of Washington, Seattle 

Wisconsin 
Univ. of Wisconsin, Stevens Point 
Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison 

Wyoming 
University of Wyoming 

Fishery 
unit 

x 

x 

x 

x 
-0-

X* 

Wildlife 
unit 

x 

x 

-0-

-0-
x 

X* 

* New units being established as combined 
Fishery and Wildlife Cooperative Research Units. 
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Appendix Table II. Individuals interviewed or consulted. 

Laurence R. Jahn, Vice President, Wildlife Management 
Institute. 

C.R. Gutermuth, former Vice President, Wildlife 
Management Institute. 

Richard H. Stroud, Executive Vice President, Sport 
Fishing Institute. 

Gerald H. Cross, Head, Department of Fisheries and 
Wildlife, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University. 

Michael Spear, Associate Director-Environment, U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service. 

F. Eugene Hester, Associate Director-Research, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service. 

Richard N. Smith, Deputy Associate Director-Research, U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service. 

Stephen Taub, Chief, Office of Environmental Services Coordi-
nation, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

Edwin Verburg, Chief, Division of Program Plans, U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service. 

Marvin Moriarity, Program Development Staff-Environment, U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service. 

Rollin D. Sparrowe, Chief, Office of Cooperative Research 
Units, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

Bernard L. Griswold, Supervisor, Fishery Units, Office of 
Cooperative Research Units, U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. 

Paul A. Vohs, Supervisor, Wildlife Units, Office of Coopera-
tive Research Units, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

Rebecca Field, Staff Biologist, Office of Cooperative 
Research Units, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
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Amy Johnson, Secretary, Office of Cooperative Research 
Units, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

Dr. Robert S. Cook, Deputy Director, U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. 
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Appendix Table III. Questionnaire to unit leaders, December 
7, 1979. 

Date: December 7, 1979 

From: Chief, Office of Cooperative Research Units 

To: Leaders, Cooperative Fishery and Wildlife Research Units 

Subject: Measuring Unit Program Accomplishments 

On a number of occasions we have discussed the need to 
identify Unit program outputs in terms more meaningful to 
decision-makers. As a step in that direction, we have a 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University graduate 
student working on a project to develop criteria for measur-
ing Unit Program accomplishments and to design a procedure 
for collection of data. In order to develop a system which 
will provide data useful to you and your cooperators, your 
assistance is needed in the developmental phase of the pro-
ject. 

The objectives of the project are to identify and de-
scribe Unit output in terms of: 

• Activity: 

• Functional categories of work and professional tasks 
proposed, underway, or completed; and 

• Accomplishment: 

• The entire process of attainment or completion of an 
activity in terms of: 

• efficiency: the results of an effort related to cost, 
time and number of units produced, impacted or af-
fected; and 

• effectiveness: the quality of the outcome(s) of an 
activity as influenced by the contributions made by 
the Unit. 

Your assistance is needed in defining and describing ac-
tivities, and in developing criteria for assessing certain 
accomplishments. Therefore, it is important to have your 
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response to the attached questions. An inquiry also is 
being sent to cooperators to determine their needs for eval-
uation data. 

Answers and comments should be written directly on the 
attached material and returned to this office with your Jan-
uary monthly report. If you have any questions regarding 
the information requested, please call Suzanne Mayer of this 
office, area code 202-343-4101 or FTS 8-343-4101. 

Your cooperation and assistance is appreciated. 

Rollin D. Sparrowe 
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1. The following definitions have been drafted to clarify 
terms frequently used by unit staff and cooperators in 
discussing program activities. Please indicate your 
agreement with these definitions (check the appropriate 
response and provide written comments as directed): 

a. A unit research project is any research: 1) under 
the direction of the unit leader or assistant 
leader; 2) submitted by a university staff member 
and accepted by the coordinating committee; 3) 
funded by the state conservation agency and ap-
proved by the coordinating committee; 4)which re-
ceives significant funding or technical assistance 
from unit sources; or 5) for which the unit served 
as "initial contact" by the granting agency. 

(1) ~~agree (2)~~ do not agree 

If item (2) is checked, please describe how you 
would modify the definition, or why the term 
should not be defined: 

b. A unit student is any student enrolled in the univ-
ersity graduate program who: 1) is working on a 
unit research project; 2) receives significant in-
formal advice or guidance from the unit leader or 
assistant leader; 3) receives significant funding 
or assistance (e.g., use of equipment, facilities, 
etc.) from unit sources; 4) performs research or 
related work for or under the direct supervision of 
the unit leader or assistant leader; or 5) is ad-
vised by the unit leader or assistant leader (e.g., 
the unit leader or assistant leader serves on the 
student's graduate committee as chairman, major ad-
visor or committee member) . 

(1) agree (2>~~ do not agree 

If item (2) is checked, please describe how you 
would modify the definition, or why the term should 
not be defined: 

c. Academic course instruction is teaching an official 
university course as: 1) the primary or major in-
structor; 2) a member of a group of instructors in 
a team taught course; 3) a guest lecturer in an of-
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ficial course taught by another faculty member at 
the same academic institution in which the unit is 
located or at another university (participation may 
occur only once, irregularly or each time the.par-
ticular course is offered); 4) a substitute teacher 
for the entire course or one or more sessions; or 
5) the individual responsible for supervising in 
independent studies type course or organizing and 
directing graduate level seminars. 

(1) ~~agree (2)~~ do not agree 

If item (2) is checked, please describe how you 
would modify the definition, or why the term should 
not be defined: 

d. In-service training or retraining is the planning 
and/or conducting of a short-course, workshop, sem-
inar, or special lecture aimed at educating fish-
ery, wildlife and/or related professionals other 
than university graduate students. 

(1) ~~agree (2)~~ do not agree 

If item (2) is checked, please describe how you 
would modify the definition, or why the term should 
not be defined: 

e. Technical assistance refers to programs, activi-
ties, and services provided to private citizens, 
officials of Federal, State, or other governmental 
agencies and nonprofit or commercial organizations 
that strengthen the capacity of the recipient(s) to 
improve their performance with respect to an inhe-
rent or assigned function or special interest. The 
delivery of technical assistance requires one or 
more of three functions: 1) transferring informa-
tion; 2) developing skills; or 3) developing and 
transferring products or technology. Such assis-
tance or advice may be a continuing or intermittent 
long-term effort or one-time involvement. It may 
be no more than a telephone conversation or provi-
sion of a publication, or it may involve field 
and/or laboratory work, on site inspection(s) and/ 
or evaluation(s), preparation(s) of technical re-
port(s) and the like. 
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(1) agree (2)~~ do not agree 

If item (2) is checked 1 please describe how you 
would modify the definition, or why the term should 
not be defined: 

f. Unit Staff refers specifically to the unit leader 1 

assistant leader and any other permanent employee 
whose job description assigns herjhim to the unit. 

(1) ~~agree (2)~~ do not agree 

If item (2) is checked 1 please describe how you 
would modify the definition, or why the term should 
not be defined: 

g. Are there any other terms used in connection with 
the unit program that you believe should be clari-
fied (check only one)? 

(l)~_yes (2)~_no (3)~_uncertain or do not know 

If item (1) is checked, please list the term(s) and 
provide your interpretation, or indicate the as-
pect ( s) requiring clarification: 

2. Do you believe the broad activity categories described 
below cover the unit program functions adequately 
(check the appropriate response and provide written 
comments as directed)? 

a. Research: All activities related to proposing, 
conducting and/or supervising a unit research pro-
ject, including work related to the publication 
and/or presentation of findings/results of unit re-
search projects. 

(1) yes (adequate) (2) no (inadequate) 
~~ (3) ~~<undecided or do not know) 

If item (2) is checked, please indicate why the -de-
scription is inadequate: 
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b. Education: Unit staff activities involving: 1) 
academic course instruction; 2) work on university 
academic committees and other work related to guid-
ing, supervising, or advising students; and 3) in-
service training or retraining. 

(1) ~~yes (adequate) (2) ~~no (inadequate) 
(3) (undecided or do not know) 

If item (2) is checked, please indicate why the de-
scription is inadequate: 

c. Technical assistance: Formal and informal techni-
cal advice or assistance provided by the unit staff 
to private citizens, officials of federal, state or 
other governmental agencies and private nonprofit 
or commercial organizations. 

(1) ~~yes (adequate) (2) ~~no (inadequate) 
(3) ~~ (undecided or do not know) 

If item (2) is checked, please indicate why the de-
scription is inadequate: 

d. Professional services: Unit staff involvement in: 
1) professional and other societies, associations, 
and organizations including membership activities, 
attendance at professional meetings or symposia and 
making scientific presentations on subjects not 
specifically related to unit research project re-
sults/findings; 2) authoring, editing and/or com-
piling scientific or technical publications on sub-
jects not specifically related to unit research 
project findings/results; 3) reviewing manuscripts 
of other professionals; and 4) receiving awards, 
honors, commendations, or other recognitions for 
professional activities or special services. 

(1) ~~yes (adequate) (2) ~~no (inadequate) 
(3) ~~ (undecided or do not know) 

If item (2) is checked, please indicate why the de-
scription is inadequate: 
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e. Public information services: General public in-
formational activities undertaken by the unit staff 
and/or publicity on the unit's programs or activi-
ties, including such things as TV or radio appear-
ance by a unit staff member, news media coverage of 
the unit, TV, radio, news, or other media program 
for general or special public consumption involving 
direct input or contribution by a unit staff member 
regardless of subject or topic, and publications 
and/or presentations by the unit staff of a non-
scientific nature. 

(1) ~~yes (adequate) (2) ~~no (inadequate) 
(3) ~~<undecided or do not know) 

If item (2) is checked, please indicate why the de-
scription is inadequate: 

f. Unit staff training and development: Academic 
courses, seminars, workshops, special assignments, 
projects, or details unit staff member participated 
in for her/his improved performance on the job, ca-
reer or professional development. 

(1) ~~yes (adequate) (2) ~~no (inadequate) 
(3) ~~<undecided or do not know) 

If item (2) is checked, please indicate why the de-
scription is inadequate: 

g. EEO/affirmative action: All activities. involving 
the unit that support federal, state, and/or univ-
ersity programs and policies designed to provide 
individuals with equal opportunity in education, in 
employment or in any other unit related activity; 
includes all unit activities related to women and 
minorities regardless of whether such activity in-
volved or occurred in another functional activity 
category. 

(1) ~~yes (adequate) (2) ~~no (inadequate) 
(3) ~~<undecided or do not know) 

If item (2) is checked, please indicate why the de-
scription is inadequate: 
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h. Unit administration and management: Unit staff 
activities involved in day-to-day management of the 
unit program including liaison with cooperators and 
other federal, state, academic, private nonprofit 
or commercial entities, preparation of management 
reports, both programmatic and budgetary, partici-
pation in meetings related to unit administration 
and management, presentation of briefings or re-
ports on unit activities for cooperator agencies 
and organizations, and special projects or assign-
ments undertaken that involve the overall adminis-
tration or management of the units program. 

(1) ~~yes (adequate) (2) ~~no (inadequate) 
(3) ~~<undecided or do not know) 

If item (2) is checked, please indicate why the de-
scription is inadequate: 

i. Are there activities your unit is involved in that 
do not fall within one of the activity categories 
previously described (check one only)? 

(1) __ yes (2) __ no 
(3) ~~<undecided or do not know) 

If item (1) is checked, please describe the activi-
ty or activities: 

j. Are there any activities your unit is involved in, 
other than EEO/affirmative action, which can be ca-
tegorized under more than one of the activity cate-
gories previously described (check only one)? 

(1) __ yes (2) no 

If item (1) is checked, please describe the activi-
ty or activities and indicate the overlapping cate-
gories: 

3. What do you consider to be factors attractive/advanta-
geous to a university graduate student to attend a 
school with a cooperative units program (please list 
factors and rank according to importance with the num-
ber "1" standing for most important)? 
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4. What do you consider to be factors attractive/advanta-
geous to cooperators to be associated with the units 
program (please list factors and rank according to the 
importance with the number "1" standing for most impor-
tant for each of the cooperators listed below)? 

a. State Conservation Agency Cooperator: 

b. University Cooperator: 

c. Federal Cooperator: 

d. Wildlife Management Institute Cooperator (complete 
only if you are associated with a wildlife unit or 
a combined fishery and wildlife unit): 

5. WILDLIFE AND COMBINED FISHERY AND WILDLIFE UNITS ONLY: 
Does the university provide the necessary array of 
courses so that a student can meet Wildlife Society re-
quirements for certification that are to be in effect 
in January 1980 (check only one)? 

(a) __ yes (b) no (c) ~~uncertain or do not know 

6. If item (b) of question 5 is checked, is the university 
in the process of modifying its curricula to allow stu-
dents to meet the requirements (check only one)? 

(a) ~~yes (b) ~~no (c) ~~uncertain or do not know 

7. WILDLIFE AND COMBINED FISHERY AND WILDLIFE UNITS ONLY: 
Does the university provide the necessary array of 
courses so that a student can meet Wildlife Society re-
quirements for certification that are to be in effect 
in 1983 (check only one)? 

(a) yes (b) no (c) 
~~ ~~ 

uncertain or do not know 
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8. If item (b) of question 7 is checked, is the university 
in the process of modifying its curricula to allow stu-
dents to meet the requirements (check only one)? 

(a) ~~yes (b) ~~no (c) ~~uncertain or do not know 

9. WILDLIFE AND COMBINED FISHERY AND WILDLIFE UNITS ONLY: 
Does the university provide the necessary array of 
courses so that a student can meet the AFS requirement 
for certification (check only one)? 

(a) ~~yes (b) ~~no (c) ~~uncertain or do not know 

10. If item (b) of question 9 is checked, is the university 
in the process of modifying its curricula to allow stu-
dents to meet the requirements (check only one)? 

(a) yes (b) ~~no (c) ~~uncertain or do not know 

11. Is the unit staff involved in the selection of appli-
cants for admission to the fishery/wildlife graduate 
school (check one only)? 

(a) __ yes (b) __ no (c) sometimes 

12. If item (c) of question 11 is checked, please describe 
the condition under which the unit staff is and is not 
involved in the selection of applicants for admission 
to the fishery/wildlife graduate school: 

13. What criteria do you use in deciding to serve on a stu-
dent's graduate committee as chairman/major advisor? 

14. What criteria do you use in deciding to serve on a stu-
dent's graduate committee as a committee member? 

15. Do you know where a "unit student" goes or what she/he 
does upon graduation (check only one)? 

(a) ~~yes (b) ~~no (c) ~~sometimes 
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16. If item (c) of question 15 is checked, what percentage 
of the time do you know where a "unit student" goes or 
what he/she does upon graduation? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

17. Does the fishery/wildlife graduate school maintain re-
cords on employment of its graduating students (check 
only one)? 

(a) __ yes (b) no ( c) uncertain or do not know 

18. If item (a) of question 17 is checked, is the informa-
tion on employment available to you (check only one)? 

(a) ~~yes (b) ~~no (c) ~~uncertain or do not know 

19. Does the university provide the necessary array of 
courses so that a student can meet the minimum entrance 
level requirements for a fishery/wildlife biologist or 
research position in the federal government (check only 
one)? 

(a) __ yes (b) no ( c) uncertain or do not know 

20. Do you know how the findings/results of unit research 
projects are used, such as the influence on management 
decisions (check only one)? 

(a) __ yes (b) no ( c) sometimes 

21. If item (c) of question 20 is checked, on what percen-
tage of projects do you know how the findings/results 
are used? 

22. Can unit research projects be categorized by fish, 
wildlife, or plant species or groups of species in-
volved, impacted, or affected (check only one)? 

(a) ~~yes (b) ~~no (c) ~~sometimes 

23. If item (c) of question 22 is checked, what percentage 
of projects can be categorized by species or groups of 
species? 
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24. Can unit research projects be categorized by resource 
value of the habitat involved, impacted, or affected 
i.e., endangered species habitat, wildlife management 
area, etc. (check only one)? 

(a) __ yes (b) __ no (c) sometimes 

25. If item (c) of question 24 is checked, what percentage 
of projects can be categorized by resource value of the 
habitat? 

26. Can unit research projects be categorized by type of 
habitat involved, impacted, or affected, i.e., upland 
deciduous forest, barrier island dunes, high desert, 
etc. (check only one)? 

(a) __ yes (b) no ( c) sometimes 

27. If item (c) of question 26 is checked, what percentage 
of projects can be categorized by type of the habitat? 

28. In measuring efficiency of a unit research project in 
terms of cost of effort, which of the following methods 
of calculating cost would be most appropriate (check 
only one)? 

(a) Cost based on the total amount of funds provided 
for in the research project contract/grant. 

(b) Cost based on amount of funds provided for in the 
~~research contract/grant, less overhead. 

(c) Cost based on saleries (professional, technical, 
student), equipment, supplies, travel and other ac-
tual expenses. 

(d) Other (please describe in the space provided be-
lo~). 
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29. Does the fishery/wildlife school maintain records on 
research publications of staff and students similar to 
that which you provide on Unit staff and students to 
the Washington, D.C. Office of Cooperative Research 
Units (check only one)? 

(a) __ yes (b) __ no (c) uncertain or do not know 

30. If item (a) of question 29 is checked, are the school's 
records available to you (check only one)? 

(a) ~~yes (b) ~~no (c) ~~uncertain or do not know 

31. When you provide technical assistance to an agency or 
organization do you know how your advice or assistance 
is used, for example, if you provide recommendations on 
a project or phase of a project, do you know whether 
one or all such recommendations are accepted and imple-
mented, rejected, or partially implemented (check only 
one)? 

( a) __ yes ( b) no ( c) sometimes 

32. If item (c) of question 31 is checked, on what percen-
tage of technical assistance activities do you know the 
impact of your involvement? 

33. Can technical assistance work of the unit be categor-
ized by fish, wildlife or plant species or groups of 
species impacted, involved, or affected (check only 
one)? 

(a) __ yes (b) no ( c) sometimes 

34. If item (c) of question 33 is checked, what percentage 
of your technical assistance work can be categorized by 
species or groups of species? 

35. Can technical assistance work of the unit be categor-
ized by type of habitat impacted, involved or affected, 
i.e., upland deciduous forest, barrier island dunes, 
etc. (check only one)? 
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(a) __ yes (b) no ( c) sometimes 

36. If item (c) of question 35 is· checked, what percentage 
of your technical assistance work can be categorized by 
type of habitat? 

37. Can technical assistance work of the unit be categor-
ized by resource value of the habitat impacted, in-
volved or affected, i.e., endangered species habitat, 
wildlife management area, etc. (check only one)? 

(a) yes (b) __ no (c) sometimes 

38. If item (c) of question 37 is checked, what percentage 
of your technical assistance work can be categorized by 
resource value of the habitat? 

39. Does the university or fishery/wildlife school have any 
official process for evaluating academic course intruc-
tion including content of course, method of presenta-
tion, student reasons for taking it, and the like 
(check only one)? 

(a) __ yes ( b) no ( c) uncertain or do not know 

40. If item (a) of question 39 is checked, is the evalua-
tion procedure applied to unit staff academic course 

.instruction (check only one)? 

(a) __ yes 

(b) no 

(c) for unit staff the procedure is optional 

41. If item (a) or (c) of question 40 is checked, please 
describe the procedure including aspects of instruction 
considered and evaluation criteria used, or if a rating 
form is used, please provide a copy: 
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42. Does the fishery/wildlife school maintain records on 
minority and women graduate student enrollment (check 
only one)? 

(a) __ yes (b) __ no (c) uncertain or do not know 

43. If item (a) of question 42 is checked, are the records 
available to you (check only one)? 

(a) ~~yes (b) ~-no (c) ~~uncertain or do not know 
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Appendix Table IV. Letter to state and university 
cooperators, January 30, 1980. 

January 30, 1980 

Dear Cooperator: 

I am a Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
graduate student working on a project to identify activities 
and propose criteria for measuring accomplishments of the 
fishery and wildlife cooperative research units. Hopefully, 
an evaluation system can be developed with your assistance 
that will provide data helpful in strengthening the unit 
program. 

As a cooperator, you are intimately involved with evalua-
tions of personnel and programs within your agency or univ-
ersity. It seems reasonable that all cooperators have given 
some thoughts to unit evaluation although probably not on a 
formal basis. I hope that you can take time to respond to 
my questions so that a procedure can be developed which will 
be useful to you in future planning for the unit program. 

The specific objectives of my project are to identify and 
describe unit program outputs in terms of: 

• Activity: Functional categories of work and profes-
sional tasks proposed, underway or completed; and 

• Accomplishment: The entire process of attainment or 
completion of an activity in terms of efficiency and 
effectiveness. 

In the literature on program evaluation, "efficiency" has 
been defined as an index of the relative cost for achieving 
objectives of an activity or program, where costs include 
expenditures in terms of time, money, manpower, physical fa-
cilities and the like. On the other hand, "effectiveness" 
measures involve an assessment of the relative success of a 
program or activity in meeting objectives of that program or 
activity. 

A substantial amount of data useful in developing criteria 
and procedures for program evaluation already have been col-
lected from various sources including the U. S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, the Wildlife Management Institute and the 
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Sport Fishing Institute. Thus the information solicited in 
this letter and an earlier inquiry to unit leaders is not 
intended to cover the entire data needs of my project. Your 
responses to this inquiry will be especially useful in det-
ermining needs for evaluating data. 

Any questions you have on the overall project, or comments 
you wish to make regarding the items raised in this letter 
and on the questions to unit leaders, should be directed to 
Suzanne Mayer, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University, Department of Fisheries and Wildlife Sciences, 
Blacksburg, Virginia, 24061. Advisors to this project are 
Dr. Gerald H. Cross, Dr. Larry Nielsen, and Dr. Rollin Spar-
rowe. Your cooperation and assistance is appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Suzanne Mayer 
Graduate Student 

lbw 

Enclosure 
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Please respond to those questions you are interested in. 
Also, please feel free to add additional comments. Thanks 
for your help. 

1. The following categories of activities have been ten-
tatively identified for potential evaluation: 

• Research 

• Technical assistance 

• Education 

• Academic course instruction 

• Student advising 

• In-service training or retraining 

• Public information services 

• Professional services 

• EEO/Affirmative Action 

• Unit staff training and development 

• Unit admininstration and management 

a) Are there other categories of activities that 
should be identified? Please feel free to iden-
tify specific activities in each category. 

b) Would you like to see any of the above catego-
ries deleted? 

2. Once unit activities or outputs have been identified, 
what criteria can be used to measure effectiveness? 
Examples of criteria may be number of reviewed re-
search papers, number of graduate students, profes-
sional meetings attended, etc. (Universities may 
have criteria for promoting unit personnel. A copy 
of the criteria would be helpful.) 

3. How useful would it be to have unit outputs measured 
by indices of efficiency and effectiveness? (Note 
definitions in cover letter.) 
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4. There are a number of different ways of handling res-
ponsibility for conducting evaluations. Several pos-
sibilities include: 

• An "outside" individual or group of individuals 
could be ,responsible for all or part of the evalua-
tion process. 

• Unit staff could be responsible for recording out-
puts and coordinating comrni ttee representatives 
could apply efficiency measures and assess effec-
tiveness. 

• Unit staff could be responsible for the entire pro-
cess of recording outputs and applying efficiency 
and effectiveness measures with coordinating com-
mittee representative's review and approval by con-
sensus. 

Do you have a preference for one of these or anoth-
er system? 

5. How often should the unit program be evaluated? 

6. A series of questions have been sent to unit leaders 
to identify activities and to determine the feasibil-
ity of collecting data on certain aspects of the pro-
gram. A copy of this correspondence is enclosed for 
your information. Any constructive comments or res-
ponses you wish to make to these questions from a 
cooperator's perspective would be most welcome. 
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Appendix Table V. List of unit leaders used to field 
test questionnaire. 

1. Oklahoma Cooperative Fishery Research Unit Leader, 0. 
Eugene Maugham, Oklahoma State University, Stillwa-
ter, Oklahoma 74074 

2. Ohio Cooperative Fishery Research Unit Leader, Robert 
F. Carline, Ohio State University, Columbus Ohio 
43210 

3. Oregon Cooperative Fishery Research Unit Leader, Carl 
B. Schreck, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Ore-
gon 97331 

4. Idaho Cooperative Fishery Research Unit Leader, Theo-
dore C. Bjornn, University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho 
83843 

5. Missouri Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit Leader, 
Thomas S. Baskett, University of Missouri, Columbia, 
Missouri 65201 

6. Oregon Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit Leader, 
Charles Meslow, Oregon State University, Corvallis, 
Oregon 97331 

7. Montana Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit Leader, 
Bart W. O'Gara, University of Montana, Missoula, Mon-
tana 59812 

8. Louisiana Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit Leader, 
John D. Newsom, Louisiana State University, Baton 
Rouge, Louisiana 70803 
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May 26, 1980 

Dear Cooperator: 
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Follow-up letter to state and univer-
sity cooperators, May 26, 1980. 

In January of this year, an inquiry was sent to you regard-
ing evaluation of the Fishery and Wildlife Cooperative Re-
search Units program. While many thoughtful responses have 
been received, we have not heard from you. 

If an evaluation procedure is to be developed that is useful 
to Cooperators, it is important to have your input. A copy 
of the original letter and questions to Unit Leaders are 
enclosed. We hope you will find time to review and comment 
on this material. 

Your cooperation and assistance is appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Suzanne Mayer 
Graduate Student 

lbw 

Enclosures 
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Appendix Table VII. Facsimile of Public Law 86-686 (74 
Stat. 733; 16 U.S.C. 753a-753b), ap-
proved September 2, 1960. 

Public Law 86-686 
86th Congress, S. 1781 

September 2, 1960 

AN ACT 
74 STAT. 733 

To facilitate cooperation between the Federal Government, 
colleges and universities, the States, and private organiza-
tions for cooperative unit programs of research and educa-
tion relating to fish and wildlife, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of 
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That, 
for the purpose of developing adequate, coordinated, cooper-
ative research and training programs for fish and wildlife 
resources, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to 
continue to enter into cooperative agreements with colleges 
and universities, with game and fish departments of the sev-
eral States, and with nonprofit organizations relating to 
cooperative research units: Provided, That Federal partici-
pation in the conduct of such cooperative unit programs 
shall be limited to the assignment of Department of the In-
terior technical personnel by the Secretary to serve at the 
respective units, to supply for the use of the particular 
units' operations such equipment as may be available to the 
Secretary for such purposes, and the payment of incidental 
expenses of Federal personnel and employees of cooperating 
agencies assigned to the units. 

Sec. 2 There is authorized to be appropriated such 
sums as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this 
Act. 

Approved September 2, 1960. 
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Appendix Table VIII. Facsimile of public Law 95-616 (92 
Stat 3110), section 2, approved Novem-
ber 8, 1978. 

Public Law 95-616 
95th Congress, H.R. 2329 

November 8, 1978 

AN ACT 

92 Stat. 3110 

To improve the administration of the fish and wildlife pro-
grams, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of 
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That 
this act may be cited as the "Fish and Wildlife Improvement 
Act of 1978." 

Sec 2. Fish and Wildlife Cooperative Units Assistance. 
The first section of the Act of September 2, 1960 (74 Stat. 
733; 16 U.S.C. 753a) is amended--

(1) by striking out "technical personnel" and insert-
ing in lieu thereof "scientific personnel"; and 

(2) by inserting immediately after "respective units," 
the following: to the provision of assistance (including 
reasonable financial compensation) for the work of research-
ers on fish and wildlife ecology and resource management 
projects funded under this subsection." 

Approved November 8, 1978 
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Appendix Table IX. Cooperative Fishery and Wildlife 
Research Units Program accomplishments 
procedure reporting guidelines. 

PROPOSED COOPERATIVE FISHERY AND WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNITS 

PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS PROCEDURE 

REPORTING GUIDELINES 

October 1981 
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OBJECTIVES OF EVALUATION PROCEDURE 

Given limited financial and manpower resources of the Coop-

erative Fishery and Wildlife Units program it is essential 

that cooperators know where their resources are being used 

and what is being accomplished. Further, with implementa-

tion of zero-based budgeting in the federal government it 

has become imperative that programs have systematic means of 

identifying activities and measuring accomplishments. The 

President's Office of Management and Budget has directed 

agencies to "· .. specify measures of accomplishment, work-

load, effectiveness, and efficiency." (Mcintyre 1978:7-8) 2 

The purpose of this reporting procedure is to institute such 

a systematic approach to evaluating unit program outputs for 

use of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, state conserva-

tion agency, university and Wildlife Management Institute 

cooperators in program planning and budget justification. 

The Cooperative Fishery and Wildlife Research Units Program 

Accomplishments Procedure involves the identification and 

description of unit outputs in terms of: 

• Activity: 

2 Mcintyre, J. T., Jr. 1978. Memorandum from Director, 
Office of Management and Budget to Heads of Exectutive De-
partments and and Establishments, May 5, 1978, on zero-
based budgeting. Executive Office of the President, Off-
ice of Management and Budget, Washington, D.C. 17pp. 
(OMB Circular no. A-115) 
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• Functional categories of work and professional tasks 
proposed, underway or completed; and 

• Accomplishment: 

• The entire process of attainment or completion of an 
activity in terms of: 

• efficiency: the results of an effort related to 
cost, time and the number of units produced, impacted 
or affected; and 

• effectiveness: the quality of the outcome(s) of an 
activity as influenced by the contributions made by 
the cooperative fishery or wildlife unit. 

In this reporting procedure activity categories are de-

scribed and then subdivided into specific work elements. 

For each work element measures of accomplishment have been 

developed. Codes have been assigned to most data for re-

cording information on a pre-printed form. Narrative and 

numeric information is required for some data. While very 

specific information on unit activities and their impacts 

are required by the procedure, reporting such information 

should be facilitated by utilization of a coded recording 

format. Computer processing will enhance data manipulation 

and distribution of results. 

The frequency of reporting under this procedure has not yet 

been determined. Options include: 

• Monthly or quarterly (reporting new activities and 
changes that have previously taken place in previously 
recorded activities). 

• Annually (reporting all activities and resulting accom-
plishments of the previous 12 months). 
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• Continuously (reporting specific activities as they are 
completed). 

• Intermittently (reporting only certain activities and 
accomplishments at specific intervals). 

Once a computer progam is designed to store, manipulate and 

retrieve the accomplishments data, the frequency of report-

ing and whether or not to modify or eliminate existing re-

porting requirements will be determined. A determination 

has not yet been made on how reports are to be submitted for 

data processing. There are a number of options to be ex-

plored including but not limited to direct input to a compu-

ter facility of the unit university campus, input by the 

unit to a central data processing facility or submission of 

the report form to the Washington, D.C. Office of Coopera-

tive Fishery and Wildlife Research Units for processing. 

Evaluation is a process of assessment or appraisal of the 

value or worth of some activity or program. The purpose of 

this evaluation procedure is to identify and appraise the 

accomplishments or outputs of the Cooperative Fishery and 

Wildlife Research Units program. Agencies need evaluation 

to help justify their budget requests and to aid in effi-

cient allocation of resources. Program managers need evalu-

ation to help in program control and day-to-day management 

decisions or internal program policy making. Project manag-

ers need evaluation data to help plan, define objectives, 
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set priorities and assess project direction and progress 

(Wholey et al. 1976:53) 3 • 

The Cooperative Fishery and Wildlife Research Units Aecom-

plishments Procedure is based on a combination of basic as-

sumptions underlying the specific program activities being 

evaluated and personal values on the part of those whose ac-

tivities are being evaluated and those who are doing the 

evaluation, in this case, the same individuals. The subjec-

tivity inherent in the process precludes obtaining absolute-

ly valid and reliable information on all accomplishments. 

Further, program evaluation should not be thought of as pro-

viding "all the answers" or information needed or used in 

decisions involving allocation. Political, geographic, so-

cial, economic and other concerns will and should enter into 

the decisionmaking process. Basically, an evaluation proce-

dure provides additional, and hopefully, better information 

on which decisions can be made at all organizational levels. 

The new procedure is flexible and data elements can be ex-

panded or contracted as experience warrants. A loose-leaf 

notebook format for the reporting guidelines has been em-

ployed in order to accommodate such modifications. 

3 Wholey, J. S., J. W. Scanlon, H. G. Duffy, J. S. Fukumoto, 
and L. M. Vogt. 1976. Federal evaluation policy: ana-
lyzing the effects of public programs. The Urban Insti-
tute, Washington, D.C. 134pp. 
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DEFINITION OF TERMS 

The following definitions clarify terms used throughout this 

reporting guideline. These definitions should be used when 

recording numeric, narrative or coded data on the report 

form that involves or relates to one of the terms. 

A unit research project is any research that meets one or 

more of the following conditions: 1) under the direct su-

pervision of the unit leader or assistant leader; 2) in 

which the unit leader or the assistant leader is principal 

investigator or co-investigator; 3) that receives at least 

50 percent or more of its support (e.g., funds, technical 

assistance or equipment) from the unit; 

A unit student is any individual enrolled in the university 
graduate program that meets one or more of the following 
conditions: 1) is working on a unit research project; 2) 
performs thesis research or related work for or under the 
direct supervision of the unit leader or assistant leader; 
3) is advised by the unit leader or assistant leader (e.g., 
the unit leader or assistant leader serves on the students 
graduate committee as chairman or major advisor); or 4) re-
ceives 50 percent or more funding or assistance (e.g., use 
of equipment, facilities, etc.) from the unit. 

Academic course instruction is teaching an official univer-
sity course as: 1) the primary or major instructor; or 2) a 
member of a group of instructors in a team taught course. 
In addition, the following activities will be reported as 
academic course instruction: 1) a guest lecturer in an of-
ficial course taught by another faculty member at the same 
university in which the unit is located or at another insti-
tution (participation may occur only once, irregularly or 
each time the particular course is offered); 2) a substitute 
teacher for the entire course or one or more sessions; 3) 
the individual responsible for supervising an independent 
studies type course or organizing and directing graduate 
level seminars. This definition is for purposes of report-
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ing activities and accomplishments and does not modify or 
rescind the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's policy on unit 
teaching and undergraduate advisement. (Smith 1973) 4 

In-service training or retraining involves the organization 
and/or conduct of a short-course, workshop, seminar or spe-
cial lecture aimed primarily at educating (i.e., developing 
technical or scientific skills) fish and/or wildlife profes-
sionals and individuals other than university students. 

Technical assistance refers to programs, activities and ser-
vices the unit leader or assistant leader provides upon re-
quest to private citizens, officials of federal, state or 
other governmental agencies and private nonprofit or commer-
cial organizations that strengthen the capacity of the reci-
pient(s) to improve their performance with respect to inhe-
rent or assigned function or special interest. The delivery 
of technical assistance requires serving one or more of 
three functions: (U.S. General Accounting Office 1978:1-3) 5 

• Transferring technical or scientific information 

• Developing technical or scientific skills 

• Developing and transferring products or technology 

Such assistance or advice may be a continuing or intermit-

tent long-term or a one-time involvement. 

Unit staff refers specifically to the unit leader, assistant 

leader and any other permanent or part-time employee whose 

job description assigns him/her to the unit. Unit staff 

4 Smith, S. H. 1973. Memorandum from Director, Bureau of 
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife to Unit Leaders: Cooperative 
Wildlife Research Units and Cooperative Fishery Research 
Units, March 7, 1973, on unit teaching and undergraduate 
advisement policy. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wild-
life, Washington, D.C. Spp. 

5 U.S. General Accounting Office. State and local govern-
ments' views on technical assistance. Washington, D.C. 
63pp. 
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also applies to any individual, other than a student, under 

the direct supervision of the unit leader or assistant lead-

er. 

Unit cooperator refers to the federal, state, university and 

private (i.e., Wildlife Management Institute) entities that 

are cited in the cooperative agreement establishing the 

unit. 

Coordinating committee refers to the invididuals represent-

ing the unit cooperators that meet periodically to carry out 

responsibilities identified in the cooperative agreement. 

Cooperative agreement refers to the legally binding docu-

ment, signed by all unit cooperators, that describes the 

purposes of the unit, cooperator committments and other ad-

ministrative requirements. 
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REPORT FORM 

On the following page is a copy of the report form (in 

draft) that will be used to record program activities and 

related accomplishments. Each section and column of the 

form is labeled with the same headings and tabed section 

numbers used in this reporting guideline. The see reference 

under each heading on the form refers the user to the appro-

priate section and subsection of the guideline. Coded, nar-

rative or numeric information is to be recorded in each co-

lumn of the report form for the specific item of work 

undertaken by the unit or related to the unit's programs or 

activities. It is suggested that as an item of work is in-

titated or occurs, all columns of section 2, Activity Iden-

tification, of the report form be filled out by the unit 

staff person involved in or responsible for the work. Gen-

erally, data need not be recorded in the remaining sections 

of the report form until the specific item of work is com-

pleted or discontinued/terminated before completion. One 

exception is research. Certain information is required on 

both proposed and completed research projects. 
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ACTIVITY IDENTIFICATION 

SECTION 1: REPORT CONTROL DATA 
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REPORT CONTROL DATA 

In the space provided at the top right hand corner of the 

report form enter the unit organization code and the ending 

date for the reporting period as in the example below: 

• Unit Organization Code 
Unit) 

81 210 (if California Fishery 

• Reporting Date 11-7-79 (the last day covered in the 
report) 

Organization codes for each unit are listed on the next 

page. 
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ORGANIZATION CODES 

FISHERY UNITS REGION WILDLIFE UNITS 

REGION 1 

California 81 210 

Hawaii 81 220 

Idaho 81 230 Idaho 81 610 

Oregon 81 240 Oregon 81 620 

Washington 81 250 

REGION 2 

Arizona 82 210 Arizona 82 610 

Oklahoma 82 220 Oklahoma 82 620 

REGION 3 

Ohio 83 210 Ohio 83 610 

Wisconsin 83 220 Wisconsin 83 620 

REGION 4 

Alabama 84 210 Alabama 84 610 

Georgia 84 220 Georgia 84 630 

Louisiana 84 230 Louisiana 84 620 

No. Carolina 84 250 

Tennessee 84 250 

REGION 5 

Maine 85 210 Maine 85 610 

Massachusetts 85 220 Massachusetts 85 620 

New York 85 230 New York 85 630 
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Pennsylvania 85 240 Pennsylvania 85 650 

Virginia 85 250 Virginia 85 640 

REGION 6 

Colorado 86 210 Colorado 86 610 

Iowa 86 220 Iowa 86 620 

Missouri 86 230 Missouri 86 630 

Montana 86 240 Montana 86 640 

South Dakota 86 250 South Dakota 86 650 

Utah 86 260 Utah 86 660 

REGION 7 

Alaska 87 210 Alaska 86 610 

COMBINED FISHERY AND WILDLIFE UNITS 

REGION 4 

Florida 84 360 

Mississippi 84 370 

REGION 6 

Wyoming 86 380 

CENTRAL (WASHINGTON D.C.) OFFICE 

Washington D.C. 89 140 
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ACTIVITY IDENTIFICATION 

SECTION 2: INTRODUCTION 
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ACTIVITY IDENTIFICATION 

In section 2 of the report form the specific item of work 

undertaken by the unit's programs or activities is to be 

identified first by broad activity category code (section 

2a), then by specific work element (section 2b). The unit 

staff member, student, or cooperator involved in or respon-

sible for the work (section 2d), its status (section 2e) and 

the location or site of the work (section 2f) is to be re-

corded utilizing the codes provided. Space also has been 

provided to briefly describe the work element in narrative 

rather than coded form (section 2c). 
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ACTIVITY CATEGORY CODES 

In section 2, column 'a' of the report form enter the code 

for the general activity category that covers the item of 

work that is being reported. For example, if you have taken 

a short-course on how to conduct effective briefings, enter 

code 700, Unit Administration and Management; if you are re-

porting on an academic course you have instructed, enter 

code 200, Education. If the same type of activity occurred 

more than once during the reporting period, treat each as a 

separate entity. For example if you taught more than one 

academic course during this period, enter the activity cate-

gory code (in this example, code 200, Education) as new 

line or entry on the form as many times as the activity oc-

curred. When more than one unit staff member was equally 

involved in the same specific item of work being reported, 

the activity should be handled as more than one separate en-

try. For example, if the unit leader and assistant leader 

teamed up to teach a single academic course, the activity 

should be entered twice on the form. Similarly, if two mem-

bers of the unit staff take the same personnel management 

short-course, attend the same professional symposium or the 

like during the reporting period, the activity should be re-

corded on the report form as a separate entry for each staff 

member. 
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100 RESEARCH 

All activities related to proposing, conducting 

and/or supervising a unit research project. 

200 EDUCATION 

Unit staff activities involving academic course in-

struction, unit student advisement, work on univer-

sity academic committees and other work related to 

teaching, advising students and participation as a 

university faculty member. 

300 TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

Formal and informal scientific and technical advice 

or assistance provided by the unit staff upon re-

quest to private citizens, officials of federal, 

state, or other governmental agencies and private 

nonprofit or commercial organizations. Includes 

the planning, organization and/or conduct by a unit 

staff member of an in-service training or retrain-

ing workshop, seminar, lecture or the like. 

400 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

Unit staff involvement in professional and other 

societies, associations and organizations including 

membership activities and attendance at profession-

al meetings or symposia. 
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500 PUBLIC INFORMATION SERVICES 

Non-technical and non-scientific public information 

activities undertaken by the unit staff and/or 

publicity on the unit's programs or activities in-

cluding such things as a T.V. or radio appearance 

by a u~it staff member, news media coverage of the 

unit, T.V., radio, news or other media program for 

general public consumption. 

600 EEO/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 

All activities involving the unit that support fed-

eral, state and/or university programs and policies 

designed to provide individuals with equal opportu-

nity in education, in employment or in any other 

unit related activity. 
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700 UNIT ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 

Unit staff activities involving day-to-day manage-

ment of the unit including: 1) liaison with coop-

erators and coordinating committee; 2) work involv-

ing the preparation of management reports, both 

programmatic and budgetary; 3) planning, budgeting 

and evaluation of programs and/or activities of the 

unit; 4) equipment and facilities management in-

cluding maintenance and inventory work; 5) safety 

management; 6) personnel management and supervi-

sion; 7) unit staff training and development in-

cluding temporary assignments or details to work on 

programmatic or administrative matters. 

800 COMMENDATIONS 

Awards, honors or other commendations received by 

an unit staff member. 

900 PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS 

Unit staff activities involved in publication or 

presentation of unit research findings/results or 

other information, both scientific and non-scien-

tific. 
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WORK ELEMENT CODES 

Each broad activity category has been subdivided into spe-

cific types of work or tasks, called work elements. In sec-

tion 2, column b of the report form enter the work element 

code that best describes the item of work being reported. 

For example, if you are reporting on an academic course you 

have instructed, enter the work element code that best de-

scribes your role, e~g., if you were a member of a team of 

instructors in a course offered by the unit fishery/wildlife 

school, enter code 203 (see work element codes listed under 

Education activity of this section of the guidelines). Si-

milarly, if you were a participant in an academic couse, 

short-course, seminar or workshop covering some aspect of 

personnel management, enter one of the codes listed under 

Unit Administration and Management-- Participant in supervi-

sory/personnel management training. If you are recording a 

potential unit research project, i.e., a unit research pro-

ject proposal, that has been proposed, suggested or submit-

ted by the state conservation agency cooperator, enter work 

element code 103. If you have more than one unit research 

project proposal emanating from the same source to report 

treat each as a separate entity with Activity Category Code 

100. Work Element Code 103 and all other columnar data ele-

ments filled in for each proposal as a separate line on the 
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reporting form. Work elements are listed under each broad 

Activity Category previouisly described (section 2a), and 

arranged on the pages that follow in this section as: 

• Research work elements. 

• Education work elements. 

• Technical Assistance work elements. 

• Professional Services work elements. 

• Public Information Services work elements. 

• EEO/Affirmative Action work elements. 

• Unit Administration and Management work elements. 

• Publications or Presentations work elements. 

• Commendations work elements. 

RESEARCH WORK ELEMENTS (Code 100) 

Unit Research Project Proposal: 
101 Unit staff member proposed. 
102 University cooperator proposed. 
103 State conservation agency cooperator proposed. 
104 Another state agency proposed (indicate name in sec-

tion 9 Narrative). 
Federal governmental agency proposed: 

Department of the Interior: 
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service: 
105 Regional Office. 
107 Research laboratory. 
108 Field station (refuge, hatchery, ecolo-

gical services/field office, etc.). 
109 Washington, D. C. office. 

110 Bureau of Land Management. 
111 National Park Service. 
112 Geological Survey. 
113 Bureau of Mines. 
114 Bureau of Reclamation. 
115 Bureau of Indian Affairs, Indian Tribe or 

Council. 
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116 Other Interior agency (indicate name in sec-
tion 9, Narrative). 

Department of Agriculture: 
117 U. S. Forest Service. 
118 Other Agrriculture agency (indicate name in 

section 9, Narrative). 
Department of Commerce: 
119 National Marine Fisheries Service. 
120 Other Commerce agency (indicate name in sec-

tion 9, Narrative). 
121 Department of Energy. 
122 Environmental Protection Agency. 
123 Army Corps of Engineers. 
124 Tennessee Valley Authority. 
125 Other federal agency (indicate name in 

section 9, Narrative). 
Independent federal board, commission or coun-
cil: 
126 Water Resources Council. 
127 National Academy of Sciences. 
128 Smithsonian Institution. 
129 Regional Fishery Management Council. 
131 Council on Environmental Quality. 
132 Other (indicate name in section 9, Narra-

tive). 
133 Local governmental agency (indicate name in section 

9, Narrative). 
134 Quasi-state or local board, commission, council or 

committee (indicate name in section 9, Narrative). 
Private nonprofit organization: 
135 Wildlife Management Institute. 
136 Other (indicate name in section 9, Narrative). 

137 Commercial firm. 
138 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 
Unit Research Project: 
139 Under the direction of unit staff member. 
140 Unit staff member served as principal investigator. 
141 Unit provided 50 percent or more support (technical 

assistance, funds, equipment) to the project, but 
project not directed by unit staff member nor was 
unit staff involved in the project as an investiga-
tor. 

142 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 

EDUCATION WORK ELEMENTS (Code 200) 

Academic Course Instruction: 
Principal instructor of a course taught at: 
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201 University where unit located. 
202 Another university (indicate name in section 9, 

Narrative). 
Member of a group of instructors in a team taught 
course at: 
203 University where unit located. 
204 Another university (indicate name in section 9, 

Narrative). 
Guest lecturer or substitute teacher at: 
205 University where unit located. 
206 Another university (indicate name in section 9, 

Narrative). 
207 Supervised graduate level independent studies type 

course. 
208 Responsible for graduate level seminar. 
209 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 

Student Advisory Activities: 
210 On graduate committee as major advisor/chairman. 
211 On graduate committee as member. 
212 Provided 50 percent or more assistance (technical 

advice, equipment, funds, facilities, etc.) to a 
graduate student, but not on student's graduate com-
mittee, nor supervised the student's research. 

213 Other substantive student advisement activities (de-
scribe in section 9, Narrative). 

University, Department or School Academic or Faculty 
Work Other than Student Advisory Activities or Academic 
Course Instruction: 
214 Describe in section 9, Narrative. 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE WORK ELEMENTS (code 300) 

Information Transfer Provided to: (indicate type of in-
formation transfer in section 2, work element descrip-
tion, e.g., expert witness at FERC public hearing on 
power plant location, serving on endangered species re-
covery team, providing information on reducing bird-crop 
depredations, etc.): 

State governmental agency: 
301 State conservation agency cooperator. 
302 Other state agency (indicate name in section 9 . 
Federal governmental agency: 

Department of the Interior: 
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service: 
303 Regional office. 
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305 Field service station (refuge, hatchery, 
ecological services field station, etc.) 

306 Washington, D. C. office 
307 Research laboratory. 

308 Bureau of Land Management. 
309 National Park Service. 
310 Geological Survey. 
311 Bureau of Mines. 
313 Bureau of Indian Affairs, Indian tribe or 

council. 
314 Other Interior agency (indicate name in sec-

tion 9, Narrative). 
Department of Agriculture: 
315 U. S. Forest Service. 
316 Other Agriculture agency (indicate name in 

section 9, Narrative). 
Department of Commerce: 
317 National Marine Fisheries Service. 

318 Other Commerce agency (indicate name in sec-
tion 9, Narrative). 

319 Department of Energy. 
320 Environmental Protection Agency. 

321 Army Corps of Engineers. 
322 Tennessee Valley Authority. 

323 Other federal agency (indicate name in section 
9, Narrative). 
Independent federal board, commission or coun-
cil: 
324 Water Resources Council. 
325 National Academy of Sciences. 
326 Smithsonian Institution. 
327 National Science Foundation. 
328 Regional Fishery Management Council. 
329 Council on Environmental Quality. 

330 Other (indicate name in section 9, Narrative). 
331 Local governmental agency (indicate name in section 

9, Narrative). 
332 Quasi-state or local board, commission, council or 

committee (indicate name in section 9, Narrative). 
University: 
333 University cooperator. 
334 Other university (indicate name in section 9, 

Narrative). 
Private nonprofit organization: 
335 Wildlife Management Institute. 

336 Other (indicate name in section 9, Narrative). 
337 Commercial firm. 
338 Private citizen. 
339 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 
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In-service Training or Retraining Primarily Provided to 
(indicate the type or name of the workshop, seminar, 
lecture or short-course in section 2c, Work Element De-
scription): 

State governmental agency personnel: 
340 State conservation agency cooperator. 
341 Other state agency (indicate name in section 9, 

Narrative) . 
Federal governmental agency personnel: 

Department of Interior personnel: 
342 U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

343 Bureau of Land Management. 
344 National Park Service. 
345 Bureau of Mines. 
346 Bureau of Reclamation. 

347 Bureau of Indian Affairs, Indian tribe or 
council. 

348 Other Interior agency (indicate name in sec-
tion 9, Narrative). 
Department of Agriculture personnel: 
349 U. S. Forest Service. 

350 Other Agriculture agency (indicate name in 
section 9, Narrative). 
Department of Commerce personnel: 
351 National Marine Fisheries Service. 

352 Other Commerce agency (indicate name in sec-
tion 9, Narrative). 

353 Department of Energy personnel. 
354 Environmental Protection Agency personnel. 
355 Army Corps of Engineers personnel. 
356 Tennessee Valley Authority personnel. 
357 Other federal agency personnel (indicate name in 

section 9, Narrative). 
358 Independent federal board, commission or council 

personnel (indicate name in section 9, Narrative). 
359 Local governmental agency personnel (indicate name 

in section 9, Narrative). 
360 Quasi-state or local board, commission, council, 

committee personnel (indicate name in section 9, 
Narrative). 
University personnel: 
361 University cooperator personnel. 
362 Other university (indicate name in section 9, 

Narrative). 
363 Private nonprofit organization(s) personnel. 

364 Commercial firm(s) personnel. 
365 Private citizens. 

366 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES WORK ELEMENTS (code 400) 

Professional and Other Society·or Association Work (such 
as the Wildlife Society, American Fisheries Society, Au-
dubon Society, Sierra Club, etc.; enter name in section 
2c, Work Element Description): 
401 Membership (make a new entry in this and all other 

columns for each membership you hold. Re-enter data 
in subsequent reporting period only if you discon-
tinue membership.). 

402 Attend association or society meeting, symposium, 
etc. 

403 Chair, moderate or participate as a panel member at 
a session of an association or society meeting. 

404 Participate on standing committee of association or 
society as chairman. 

405 Participate on standing committee of association or 
society as member. 

406 Participate on special committee of association or 
society as chairman. 

407 Participate on special committee of association or 
society as member. 

408 Office holder in association or society (indicate 
position held and period covered, e.g., President, 
1-13-80 to 1-20-81, in section 9, Narrative). 

409 Editor of society or association publication. 
410 Other association or society activities not listed 

above (describe in section 9, Narrative). 

411 Review of Manuscript Referred !:?.Y Other Professional. 

412 Other Professional Services Activities Not Listed Above 
(describe in section 9, Narrative). 

PUBLIC INFORMATION SERVICES WORK ELEMENTS (code 500) 

Television: 
501 Appearance by unit staff member on news, public ser-

vice, special or other type of presentation. 
502 Direct input or contribution by unit staff member to 

a presentation. 
503 News, public service, special or other coverage of 

unit (no appearance by or direct input of unit 
staff). 

Radio: 
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504 Appearance by unit staff member on news, public ser-
vice, special or other type presentation. 

505 Direct input or contribution by unit staff member to 
a presentation. 

506 News, public service, special or other coverage of 
unit (no appearance by or direct input of unit 
staff). 

Newspaper: 
507 Direct input or contribution by unit staff member to 

a news item, editorial or other newspaper story. 
508 News, editorial or other news story on unit (no di-

rect input or unit staff). 

Publication Other than Newspaper, ~-~., Pamphlet, Popu-
lar or Semi-popular Magazine, Book or Other Monographic 
Publication for General Public Distribution: 
509 Coverage of unit program(s) or activities (no direct 

input by unit staff member). 

Movie or Other Audio-visual Media: 
510 Direct input or contribution by unit staff member to 

an A-V production. 
511 A-V production coverage of unit program(s) or activ-

ities (no direct input by unit staff member). 

Presentation of ~ Popular or Semi-popular Nature Before 
~ Group: 
512 Direct input or contribution by unit staff member, 

but unit staff member did not make the presentation. 
513 On unit program(s) or activities (no direct input by 

unit staff member). 

514 Other Public Information Services Activities Not Listed 
Above (describe in section 9, Narrative). 

EEO/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION WORK ELEMENTS (code 600) 

Recruitment (activities aimed at attracting women and/or 
minorities to the profession, to the unit school as stu-
dents or to the unit as employees, both professional and 
other). 
601 Of minorities and/or women for employment as profes-

sionals. 
602 Of minorities and/or women for employment as techni-

cians. 
603 Of minorities and/or women for secretarial/clerical 

employment. 
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604 Of minorities and/or women for enrollment as 
graduate students at the unit university. 

Employment (the actual employment of a minority and/or 
woman). 
605 As a professional. 
606 As a technician. 
607 As a secretary/clerk. 

608 Unit Student (indicate minority group to which the indi-
vidual belongs in section 9, Narrative). 

609 Job Placement Activities for Unit Students that are Mi-
norities or Women (describe in section 9, Narrative).~ 

Unit Staff Member Served on an EEO/Affirmative Action 
'B'Oa'rd, Committee or Other Group sponsored~: 
610 U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
611 Another federal agency. 
612 State conservation agency cooperator. 
614 University cooperator. 
615 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 

Special Projects for or Aimed at Minorities and/or Wom-
en: 
616 Administered by the unit for training women and/or 

minorities (describe in section 9, Narrative). 
617 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 

618 Other Activities Related to EEO/Affirmative Action Not 
Listed Above (describe in section 9, Narrative). 

UNIT ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT WORK ELEMENTS (code 700) 

Unit Program Planning: 
701 Annual work planning. 
702 Research program planning (contract development, ne-

gotiation, etc.). 
703 Preparation for coordinating committee meeting. 
704 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 

Unit Program Budgeting: 
705 Fiscal year budget preparation work. 
706 Fiscal year budget. 
707 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 

Unit and Other Program Evaluation: 
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708 Coordinating committee meeting (indicate date in 
section 9, Narrative). 

709 Participation by unit staff member on an evaluation, 
review or audit other than coordinating committee 
meeting (describe in section 9, Narrative). 

710 Evaluation, review or audit of unit program other 
than by coordinating committee (describe in section 
9, Narrative). 

Unit Personnel Management: 
711 Work related to recruitment and/or employment of 

unit staff or other federal, state or university em-
ployees other than unit students. 

712 Employee conselling. 
713 Complaints negotiation, resolution, etc. 
Personnel evaluation: 
714 Performance standards development or modification. 
715 Performance appraisal. 
716 Other personnel management activities (describe in 

section 9, Narrative). 

717 Equipment and/or Facilities Management and Maintenance; 
Inventory Work; Space Management; Safety Management 
Property Management (describe in section 9, Narrative). 

Liaison with Cooperators on Administrative Matters (oth-
er than coordinting commmittee meeting). 
718 Federal cooperator. 
719 State conservation agency cooperator. 
720 University cooperator. 
721 Wildlife Management Institute cooperator. 

722 Meeting/Briefing, Special Project Related to Unit Admi-
ninstration (describe in section 9, Narrative). 

Unit Staff Training and Development: 
723 Participation in general orientation program (indi-

cate name of course, seminar, workshop, etc. in sec-
tion 2c, Work Element Description; indicate name of 
agency or organization sponsor in section 9, Narra-
tive). 

724 Particpant in administrative management training --
academic or short-course, seminar, workshop, etc. 
covering such things as contracting procedures, fi-
nancial management, emergency preparedness, safety, 
freedom of information requirements and the like 
(indicate name of course in section 2c, Work Element 
Description; indicate name of agency or organization 
sponsor in section 9, Narrative). 
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725 Participant in supervisory/personnel management 
training -- academic or short-course, seminar, work-
shop, etc., covering such things as federal employee 
relations, employee conduct and discipline, recruit-
ment and placement, EEO/affirmative action programs 
and policies, labor relations, general employee su-
pervision and the like (indicate name of course in 
section 2c, Work Element Description; indicate name 
of agency or organization sponsor in section 9, Nar-
rative). 

726 Participant in self-improvement type training--aca-
demic or short-course, workshop, seminar, etc., on 
such improvement topics as speed reading, how to 
listen, how to cope with stress, public speaking, 
technical writing, briefing techniques, how to con-
duct meetings, use of A-V materials and the like 
(indicate name of course in section 2c, Work Element 
Description; indicate name of agency or organization 
sponsor in section 9, Narative). 

727 Participant in professional, scientific training --
academic or short-course, workshop, seminar, etc., 
aimed at providing knowledge or skills in new sub-
ject area, updating knowledge in own field, general 
or broad resource oriented subjects, issues, etc. 
(indicate name of course in section 2c, Work Element 
Description; indicate name of agency or organization 
sponsor in section 9, Narrative). 

728 Participant in technical or clerical training--aca-
demic or short-course, workshop, seminar, etc., cov-
ering such things as typing, shorthand, office, 
field or laboratory equipment use, care or mainte-
nance, cartography, photography, boating skills, 
airplane piloting, scuba diving, swimming, mountain-
clirnbing, first aid, survival, rescue, CPR, etc. 
(indicate name of course in section 2c, Work Element 
Description; indicate name of agency or organization 
sponsor in section 9, Narrative). 

729 Participation in special career development training 
program such as the Department of the Interior's Ex-
ecutive Managerial Development Program (indicate 
name of program in section 2c, Work Element Descrip-
tion; indicate name of agency or organization spon-
sor in section 9, Narrative). 

730 Detail or special assignment to an agency or organi-
zation to. work on a project or activity that is 
aimed primarily at professional or career develop-
ment as opposed to technical assistance (identify 
assignment in section 2c, Work Element Description; 
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indicate name of agency to which assignment is made 
in section 9, Narrative). 

COMMENDATIONS (code 800) 

Award, Honor, Prize, Commendation or Other Recognition 
Received for Professional or Other Activities (indicate 
name of organization or agency conferring the award, 
honor, etc. in section 2c, Work Element Description; 
indicate type of award in section 9, Narrative): 
801 Conferred by professional, technical or scientific 

association or society (such as the Wildlife Socie-
ty, ASF, etc.). 

802 Conferred by semi-professional society or associa-
tion (such as the Audubon Society, Sierra Club, 
etc.). 

803 Conferred by private nonprofit organization (such 
as the Wildlife Management Institute, Sport Fishing 
Institute, etc.). 

804 Conferred by business or industry. 
805 Conferred by state governmental agency. 
806 Conferred by local governmental agency. 
807 Conferred by university. 
808 Conferred by federal agency. 
809 Conferred by other not listed above. 

PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS (code 900) 

Publication of Findings/Results of Unit Research Pro-
ject (identify by type of publication): 
901 Book. 
902 Chapter in book. 
903 Refereed journal article. 
904 Scientific or technical journal article not refer-

eed. 
905 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 

Presentation of Fingings/Results of Unit Research Pro-
ject: (identify by group to which presentation is giv-
en): 
Invited: 
906 Local group or organization. 
907 State group, society or organization. 
908 Regional group, society or organization. 
909 National group, society or organization. 
910 International group, society or organization. 
911 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 
Volunteered: 
912 Local group, society or organization. 
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913 State group, society or organization. 
914 Regional group, society or organization. 
915 National group, society or organization. 
916 International group, society or organization. 
917 Other (describe in sectin, Narrative). 

Publication Other than Findings/Results of Unit Re-
search Project (identify by type of publication): 
918 Book. 
919 Chapter in book. 
920 Scientific or technical journal article. 
921 Popular or semi-popular journal article. 
922 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 

Presentation Other than Findings/Results of Unit Re-
search Project (identify by group to which presentation 
is given): 
Invited: 
923 Local group, society or organization. 
924 State group, society or organization. 
925 Regional group, society or organization. 
926 National group, society or organization. 
927 International group, society or organization. 
928 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 
Volunteered: 
929 Local group, society or organization. 
930 State group, society or organization. 
931 Regional group, society or organization. 
932 National group, society or organization. 
933 International group, society or organization. 
934 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 
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ACTIVITY IDENTIFICATION 

SECTION 2c: WORK ELEMENT DESCRIPTION 
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WORK ELEMENT DESCRIPTION 

Enter the research project title, course title, technical 

assistance project name, name of association or other narra-

tive description of the work element. For example, if you 

are reporting on an academic course taught by the assistant 

leader, enter the course title, if it is a unit research 

project or proposal, enter the name/title or project number, 

and so on. The same description should be used consistently 

every reporting period in which it is necessary to up-date 

the work element. While most work elements will be reported 

on only once, at the completion or termination of the work 

when accomplishments can be enumerated, some work items will 

require periodic updating. For example, a research project 

that is proposed and recorded on the form in one reporting 

period will require updating in a future reporting period 

when a change of status occurs form proposed to on-going, 

terminated, completed or the like. The narrative descrip-

tion of the activity will help you to up-date the appropri-

ate work element and other data elements. 

RESEARCH (code 100) 

Unit Research Project Proposal (codes 101 through 138): 
~~Enter the proposed project name or other appropriate 

reference to the proposed project. 
Unit Research Project (codes 139 through 142) 

Enter the project name and number or other appropri-
ate reference. 
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EDUCATION (code 200) 

Academic Course Instruction (codes 201 through 109) 
Enter the course title or other appropriate refer-
ence. 

Student Advisory Activities (codes 210 through 213): 
Leave blank unless notation of the activity is de-
sired or appropriate. 

Uni versi t_y, Department or School Academic or Faculty 
Work Other than Student Advisory Activities or Academic 
Course Instruction (code 234): 

Leave blank unless notation of the activity is de-
sired or appropriate. 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE (code 300) 

Information Transfer (codes 301 through 339): 
Indicate the type of technical assistance provided, 
e.g., expert witness at FERC public hearing on power 
plant location, serving on endangered species recov-
ery team, providing information on reducing bird-
crop depredations, etc. 

In-service Training or Retraining (codes 340 through 
366): 

Indicate the type or name of the workshop, seminar, 
lecture or short-course. 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES (code 400) 

Professional and Other Society or Association Work 
(codes 401 through 410): 

Enter the name of the society or association. 

Review of Manuscript (code 411): 
Leave blank unless a notation of the activity is de-
sired or appropriate. 

Other Professional Services Activities (code 412): 
Leave blank unless a notation of the activity is de-
sired or appropriate. 

PUBLIC INFORMATION SERVICES (code 500) 

Television (codes 501 through 503): 
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Enter the name of the program or other appropriate 
reference. 

Radio (codes 504 through 506): · 
Enter the name of the program or other appropriate 
reference. 

Newspaper (codes 507 through 508): 
Enter the bibliographic citation to the news item. 

Publication Other than Newspaper (code 509): 
Enter the bibliographic citation to the publication. 

Movie or Other Audio-visual Media (codes 510 through 
511): 

Enter the name of the production or other appropri-
ate reference. 

Presentation of ~ Pooular or Semi-popular Nature Before 
a Group (codes 512 through 513): 

Enter the name of group to which presentation was 
made and title/topic of presentation. 

Other Public Information Services Activities (code 514): 
Leave blank unless a notation of the activity is de-
sired or appropriate. 

EEO/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION (code 600) 

Recruitment (codes 601 through 604) 
Leave blank unless a notation of the activity is de-
sired or appropriate. 

Employment (code 605 through 607): 
Enter name of person. 

Unit Student (code 608): 
Enter name of person. 

Job Placement Activities for Unit 
norities or Women (code 609): 

Leave blank unless a notation 
sired or appropriate. 

Students that are Mi-

of the activity is de-

Service on an EEO/Affirmative Action Board, Committee or 
Other Group (codes 610 thought 615): 

Enter name of board, committee, etc. 

Special Project (codes 616 through 617): 
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Leave blank unless a notation of the activity is 
desired or appropriate. 

Other Activities Related to EEO/Affirmative Action (code 
618): 

Leave blank unless a notation of the activity is de-
sired or appropriate. 

UNIT ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT (code 700) 

Unit Program Planning (codes 701 through 704): 
Leave blank unless a notation of the activity is de-
sired or appropriate. 

Unit Program Budgeting (codes 705 through 707): 
Leave blank unless a notation of the activity is de-
sired or appropriate. 

Unit and Other Program Evaluation (codes 708 through 
710): 

Leave blank unless a notation of the activitiy is 
desired or appropriate. 

Personnel Management (codes 711 through 716): 
Leave blank unless a notation of the activity is de-
sired or appropriate. 

Equipment and/or Facilities Management and Maintenance 
(code 717): 

Leave blank unless a notation of the activity is de-
sired or appropriate. 

Liaison with Cooperators on Administrative Matters 
(codes 718 through 721): 

Leave blank unless a notation of the activity is de-
sired or appropriate. 

Meeting/Briefing, Special Project Related to Unit Admin-
istration and Management (code 722): 

Leave blank unless a notation of the activity is de-
sired or appropriate. 

Unit Staff Training and Development (codes 723 through 
730): 

Enter the name of the course, seminar, workshop, 
etc. 
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COMMENDATIONS (code 800) 

Award, Honor, Prize, Commendation or Other Recognition 
Received for Professional or Other Activities (codes 801 
through 809): ~ 

Indicate the name of organization or agency confer-
ring the award, honor, etc. 

PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS (code 900) 

Publication of Findings/Results of Unit Research Project 
(codes 901 through 905): 

Enter the bibliographic citation to the publication. 

Presentation of Findings/Results of Unit Research Pro-
ject (codes 906 through 917): ~ ~~ ~-

Enter the name of the organization, society or asso-
ciation to which presentation is made and the title/ 
topic of presentation. 

Publication Other than Findings/Results of Unit Research 
Project (codes 918 through 934): 

Enter the bibliographic citation to the publication. 

Presentation Other than Findings/Results of Unit Re-
search Project (codes 923 through 934): 

Enter the name of the organization, society or asso-
ciation to which presentation is made and the title/ 
topic of presentation. 
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ACTIVITY IDENTIFICATION 

SECTION 2d: STAFF INVOLVED CODES 
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STAFF INVOLVED CODES 

Entries in column 2d indicate the primary individual in-

volved in the work element. If more than one individual is 

equally involved, enter the activity, work element and other 

columnar data as many times as necessary to adequately de-

scribe the role of each individual. For example, if the 

unit leader and the assistant leader both attend the same 

commercial speed reading course, enter all of the date in 

each column twice, with one line having staff involved code 

001 in column 2d for the unit leader and the next line hav-

ing code 002 in column 2d for the assistant leader. 

001 Unit Leader. 
002 Unit Assistant Leader. 
003 Unit Secretary. 
004 Other Unit Staff (see definition of unit staff). 
005 University Cooperator (see definition of unit coopera-

tor). 
006 State Conservation Agency Cooperator (see definition of 

unit cooperator). 
007 Wildlife Management Institute Cooperator. 
008 U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service Cooperator (representa-

tive from the Office of Cooperative Research Uni ts, 
Washington, D. C.). 

009 Unit Student (see definition of unit student). 
010 Unknown (individual involved not known or no specific 

staff member listed above can be identified as having 
been involved) . 
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ACTIVITY IDENTIFICATION 

SECTION 2e: STATUS OF WORK CODES 
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STATUS OF WORK CODES 

In column e of section 2, enter the appropriate code to in-

dicate the phase or status of the work element. Any work 

element that is not reported as completed or discontinued/ 

terminated will require up-dating when the status changes. 

020 Proposed/proposal: 
Use the proposed/proposal code only when reporting 
on a unit research project proposal. 

021 On-going: 
Use the on-going code when reporting on a unit re-
search project not completed within a 12 month per-
iod, activities involving membership in a society or 
association and any other work of more than 12 
months duration. 

022 Completed: 
Use the completed code when reporting on any activi-
ty that has been completed as opposed to discontin-
ued or terminated before completion or delayed. 

023 Discontinued/terminated: 
Use this code when reporting on work that has been 
discontinued or terminated before completion. 

024 Delayed: 
Use the delayed code for any work previously report-
ed, the completion of which has been temporarily de-
layed. 

025 Revised: 
Any work element recorded in a previous reporting 
period and subsequently found to contain an error, 
innacuracy, omission or other erroneous or incom-
plete information should be corrected or up-dated by 
re-entering all data elements correctly and entering 
status of work code 025, Revised, in lieu of previ-
ously used status of work code. If an error has 
been made or a change occurs in a status of work 
code perviously recorded, re-enter all data elements 
and the corrected (new) status of work code; do not 
use code 025, Revised. 

026 Reactivated/reinstated: 
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A work element recorded in a previous reporting 
period as completed, discontinued/terminated or de-
layed that subsequently becomes active again should 
be re-entered on the report form using the reacti-
vated/reinstated code 026. 
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ACTIVITY IDENTIFICATION 

SECTION 2f: LOCATION CODES 
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LOCATION CODES 

WRC/USGS Hydrologic Unit Code: Entry consists of an eight 
digit or less number. The number is made up of four sets of 
two digits that represent the--

Unit 

There may be more than one unit code entered per activity 
reported on since the activity area may cover several diffe-
rent units. Enter as many location codes as necessary to 
adequately describe the location of the work. 
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS IDENTIFICATION 

SECTION 3: INTRODUCTION 
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS IDENTIFICATION 

Efficiency (Quantitative Measures} 

According to Tripodi 6 et al. ( 1978: 45}, "Efficiency is an 

index of the relative costs for achieving program objec-

tives, where costs include expenditure of manpower, time, 

money, physical facilities, and so forth." For purposes of 

this evaluation procedure, three measures of efficiency are 

to be made for most work elements as follows: 

• Financial cost of the effort (section 3a} 

• Time devoted to the effort (section 3b} 

• Number of units of effort produced, impacted or affect-
ed (section 3c} 

Data entered in columns a, b and c of section 3 of the re-

port form will be numeric rather than coded. 

Effectiveness (Qualitative Measures} 

According to Wholey 7 et al. (1976:25}, effectiveness mea-

sures involve an assessment of the relative success of a 

program or activity in meeting objectives. Information re-

garding effectiveness may be either quantitative or gualita-

tive depending on the type of evaluation being conducted and 

6 Tripodi, T., 0. Fellin, and I. Epstein. 1978. Differen-
tial social program evaluation. F. E. Peacock Publishers, 
Inc., Itasca, Illinois. 173pp. 

7 Wholey, J. S., J. W. Scanlon, N. G. Duffy, J. S. Fukumoto, 
and L. M. Vogt. 1976. Federal evaluation policy. The 
Urban Institute, Washington, D. C. 134pp. 
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the purposes for conducting an evaluation. Most of the 

measures developed in this section involve subjective judge-

ments of the quality of outcome(s) of a work element as in-

fluenced by the contributions made by the cooperative unit. 

Codes are to be used in entering data in column d of section 

3 . 
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS IDENTIFICATION 

SECTION 3a: FINANCIAL COST OF THE EFFORT 
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FINANCIAL COST OF THE EFFORT 

The actual or estimated cost of undertaking the work element 

is to be entered in column 3a, rounded off to the nearest 

whole dollar. In developing or determining cost data do not 

include cost in terms of unit staff time involved unless 

specifically directed. 

RESEARCH (code 100) 

Unit Research Project Proposal (codes 101 through 138): 
Enter the estimated total cost of the proposed re-
search project, i.e., the amount of dollars that 
would be included in the contract/grant or other 
funding arrangement if the proposal was undertaken 
as a unit research project. 

Unit Research Project (codes 139 through 142): 
Enter the actual amount of the contract/grant or 
other funding arrangement. 

EDUCATION (code 200) 

Academic Course Instruction (codes 201 through 209): 
Principal instructor (codes 201 through 202): 

Enter the cost of conducting the course based on 
whatever formula is used by the university. 

Member of a group of instructors in a team taught 
course (codes 203 through 204): 

Enter the cost of conducting the course based on 
whatever formula is used by the university. 

Guest lecturer or substitute teacher (codes 205 
through 206) : 

Enter the estimated cost, exclusive of unit 
staff time, involved in the instruction regard-
less of source of funds. If none, enter zero 
( 0) . 

Supervised graduate level independent studies type 
course (code 207): 

Enter the esimated cost, exclusive of unit staff 
time, involved in the instruction/supervision 
regardless of source of funds. If the universi-
ty has a procedure for determining cost, enter 
the cost based on that formula. If no costs are 
involved, enter zero (0). 
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Responsible for graduate level seminar (code 208): 
Enter the estimated cost, exclusive of unit 
staff time, involved in the instruction regard-
less of source of funds. If the university has 
a procedure for determining cost, enter the cost 
based on that formula. If no costs are in-
volved, enter zero (0). 

Other (code 209): 
Enter the estimated cost, exclusive of unit 
staff time, involved in the work regardless of 
source of funds. If none, enter zero (0). 

Student Advisory Activities (codes 210 through 213): 
Enter the actual or estimated cost, exclusive of 
unit staff time, involved in advisory activity re-
gardless of source of funds. Include actual cost as 
well as estimated costs in terms of facilities, 
equipment, supplies, etc. If none, enter zero (0). 

University, Department or School Academic or Faculty 
Work (code 214): 

Enter the estimated cost, exclusive of unit staff 
time, involved in the work regardless of source of 
funds. If none, enter zero (0). 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE (code 300) 

Information Transfer (codes 301 through 339): 
Enter the actual or estimated cost, exclusive of 
unit staff time, involved in the activity regardless 
of source of funds. If none, enter zero (0). 

In-service Training or Retraining (codes 340 through 
366): 

Enter the actual or estimated cost, including unit 
staff time, involved in preparation and/or conduct 
of the training or re-training work regardless of 
source of funds. 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES (code 400) 

Professional and Other Society or Association Work 
(codes 401 through 410): 

Enter the actual or estimated cost as appropriate, 
exclusive of unit staff time, involved in associa-
tion/society participation regardless of source of 
funds. If none, enter zero (0). 

Review of Manuscript (code 411): 
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Enter zero (0) for none. 

Other Professional Services (code 412): 
Enter the estimated cost, ·exclusive of unit staff 
time, involved in the work. If none, enter zero 
( 0) . 

PUBLIC INFORMATION SERVICES (code 500) 

For all work element codes 501 through 514, enter 
the actual or estimated cost as appropriate, exclu-
sive of unit staff time. If none, enter zero (0). 

EEO/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION (code 600) 

For all work element codes 601 through 618, enter 
the actual or estimated cost as appropriate, exclu-
sive of unit staff time. If none, enter zero (0). 

UNIT ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT (code 700) 

Unit Program Planning (codes 701 through 704): 
Enter zero ( 0). 

Unit Program Budgeting (codes 705 through 707): 
Fiscal year budget preparation (code 705): 

Enter zero ( 0) . 
Fiscal year budget (code 706): 

Enter the unit budget (base operating funds from 
FWS, state conservation agency cooperator, univ-
ersity, WMI and any other base operating funds 
received by the unit). 

Other (code 707): 
Enter zero ( 0) . 

Unit and Other Program Evaluation (codes 708 through 
710): 

Enter zero ( 0). 

Unit Personnel Management (codes 711 through 716): 
Enter the actual or estimated cost as appropriate, 
exclusive of unit staff time, involved in personnel 
management activities regardless of source of funds. 
Enter zero (0) if none. 
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Equipment and/or Facilities Management and Maintenance, 
Etc. (code 717): 

Enter the actual or estimated cost as appropriate, 
exclusive of unit staff time, involved in the activ-
ity regardless of source of funds. If none, enter 
zero (0). 

Liaison with Cooperators (codes 718 through 721): 
Enter the actual or estimated cost as appropriate, 
exclusive of unit staff time, involved in the liai-
son activity regardless of source of funds. If 
none, enter zero (0). 

Meeting/Briefing, Special Project Related to Unit Admin-
istration and Management (code 722): 

Enter the actual or estimated cost as appropriate, 
exclusive of unit staff time, involved in the liai-
son activity regardless of source of funds. If 
none, enter zero (0). 

Unit Staff Training and Development (codes 723 through 
730): 

Enter the actual cost of the course, travel, per 
diem and any other expenses, if any, exclusive of 
unit staff time, involved in taking the course re-
gardless of source of funds. If none, enter zero 
( 0) . 

COMMENDATIONS (code 800) 

For all work element codes 801 through 809, enter the 
actual or estimated cost as appropriate (such as travel 
to receive award, etc.), including unit staff time, in-
volved in receiving the award, regardless of source of 
funds. If none, enter zero (0). 

PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS (code 900) 

Publication of Findings/Results of Unit Research Project 
(codes 901 through 905): 

Enter the estimated cost, including unit staff time, 
involved in manuscript preparation regardless of 
source of funds. 

Presentation of Findings/Results of Unit Research Pro-
ject (codes 906 through 917): 

Enter the estimated cost, including unit staff time, 
involved in preparation and/or making the presenta-
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tion (this would include supplies, travel, per diem 
and the like) regardless of source of funds. 

Publication Other than Findings/Results of Unit Research 
(codes 918 through 922): 

Enter the estimated cost, including unit staff time, 
involved in manuscript preparation regardless of 
source of funds. 

Presentation Other than Findings/Results of Unit Re-
search Project (codes 923 through 934): 

Enter the estimated cost, including unit staff time, 
involved in preparation and/or making the presenta-
tion (this would include supplies, travel, perdiem 
and the like) regardless of source of funds. 
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS IDENTIFICATION 

SECTION 3b: TIME DEVOTED TO THE EFFORT 
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TIME DEVOTED TO THE EFFORT 

The actual or estimated time involved in completing the work 

element is to be entered in column 3b in hours, days or 

months as indicated below. If the work being reported took 

less than a full hour, day or month, enter the time as if it 

were.a full hour, day or month. 

RESEARCH (code 100) 

Unit Research Project Proposal (codes 101 through 113): 
Enter the estimated number of months to complete the 
proposed project. 

Unit Research Project (codes 139 through 142): 
Enter the actual number of months required to com-
plete the project. 

EDUCATION (code 200) 

Academic Course Instruction (codes 201 through 209): 
Primary instructor 

Enter the number of credit hours in quarter cre-
dits (convert semester hours to quarter hours). 

Member of a group of instructors in a team taught 
course (codes 203 through 204): 

Enter the number of credit hours in quarter cre-
dits (convert semester hours to quarter hours). 

Guest lecturer or substitute teacher (codes 205 
through 206): 

Enter the estimated number of hours of actual 
instruction or involvement as a guest lecturer 
or substitute teacher. 

Supervised graduate level independent studies type 
course (code 207): 

Enter the number of hours of actual instruction/ 
supervision, or if academic credit is given for 
the course, enter the number of credit hours 
(convert semester hours to quarter hours). 

Responsible for graduate level seminar (code 208): 
Enter the number of hours of actual involvement 
or if academic credit is given for the course, 
enter the number of credit hours (convert semes-
ter hours to quarter hours). 

Other (code 209): 
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Enter the estimated number of unit staff hours 
involved in the work. 

Student Advisory Activities (codes 210 through 213): 
Enter the estimated number of unit staff hours in-
volved in the activity. 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE (code 300) 

Information Tranfer (codes 301 through 339): 
Enter the estimated number of unit staff hours in-
volved in the activity. 

In-service Training or Retraining (codes 340 through 
366): 

Enter the number of hours of training provided. 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES (code 400) 

For all work element codes 401 through 412, enter the 
estimated number of hours of involvement. If none, en-
ter zero (0). 

PUBLIC INFORMATION SERVICES (code 500) 

For all public information codes 501 through 514, enter 
the estimated number of unit staff hours of involvement. 
If none, enter zero (0). 

EEO/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION (code 600) 

For all EEO/affirmative action codes 601 through 618, 
enter the estimated unit staff hours involved in the 
work. If none, enter zero (0). 

UNIT ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT (code 700) 

Unit Program Planning (codes 701 through 704): 
Enter the estimated number of unit staff hours in-
volved in planning. 

Unit Program Budgeting (codes 705 through 707): 
Enter the estimated number of unit staff hours in-
volved in the activity. If none, enter zero (0). 

Unit and Other Program Evaluation (codes 708 through 
710): 
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Enter the estimated number of unit staff hours in-
volved in evaluation. If none, enter zero (0). 

Unit Personnel Management (codes 711 through 716): 
Enter the estimated number of unit staff hours in-
volved in the work. 

Equipment and/or Facilities Management Etc. (code 717): 
Enter the estimated number of unit staff hours in-
volved in the work. 

Liaison with Cooperators (codes 718 through 721): 
Enter the estimated number of hours of unit staff 
involvement in the work. 

Meeting/Briefing, Special Project (code 722): 
Enter the estimated number of unit staff hours in-
volved in the work. 

Unit Staff Training and Development (codes 723 through 
730): 

Enter the estimated or actual number of hours of in-
struction received. If academic course work, enter 
the number of credit hours in quarter hours (convert 
semester hours to quarter hours). If a detail or 
special assignment (code 730), enter the number of 
days of the detail or special assignment. 

COMMENDATIONS (code 800) 

Award, Honor, Prize, Commendation, or Other Recognition 
(codes 801 through 809): 

Enter zero (0). 

PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS (code 900) 

Publication of Findings/Results of Unit Research Project 
(codes 901 through 905): 

Enter the number of months elapsed from completion 
of research to date of publication. 

Presentation of Fidings/Results of Unit Research Project 
(codes 906 through 917): 

Enter the number of months elapsed from completion 
of research to date of presentation. 

Publication Other than Findings/Results of Unit Research 
Project (codes 918 through 922): 
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Enter the estimated number of unit staff hours 
involved in preparation of the publication. 

Presentation Other than Findings/Results of Unit Re-
search Project (codes 923 through 934): 

Enter the estimated number of unit staff hours in-
volved in preparation and/or making the presenta-
tion. 
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS IDENTIFICATION 

SECTION 3c: NUMBER OF UNITS OF EFFORT 

PRODUCED, IMPACTED OR AFFECTED 
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NUMBER OF UNITS OF EFFORT PRODUCED, IMPACTED OR AFFECTED 

In section 3, column c, enter the number of individuals, 

words or other units of effort produced, impacted or affect-

ed by the work element as indicated below. 

RESEARCH (code 100) 

Unit Research Project Proposal (codes 101 through 138): 
Enter the estimated number of graduate students that 
would be supported by the proposed project. If 
none, enter zero (0). 

Unit Research Project (codes 39 through 142): 
Enter the total number of graduate students support-
ed by the project. If none, enter zero (0). 

EDUCATION (code 200) 

Academic Course Instruction (codes 201 through 209): 
Principle instructor (codes 201 through 209): 

Enter the number of students officially enrolled 
in the course. 

Member of a group of instructors in a team taught 
course (codes 203 through 204): 

Enter the number of students officially enrolled 
in the course. 

Guest lecturer or substitute teacher (codes 205 
through 206): 

Enter the number of students in the course at 
the time of the unit staff member's involvement. 

Supervised graduate level independent studies type 
course (code 207): 

Enter number of students supervised. 
Responsible for graduate level seminar (code 208): 

Enter the number of students involved. 
Other academic course instruction work (code 209): 

Enter the number of students involved in the 
item of work. 

Student Advisory Activities (codes 210 through 213): 
Enter the number of students involved (generally 
this will be one (1)). 

University, Department or School Academic or Faculty 
Work (code 214): 

Enter zero ( 0) . 
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE (code 300) 

Information Transfer (codes 301 through 339): 
Enter zero ( 0) . 

In-service Training or Retraining (codes 340 through 
366): 

Enter the number of individuals receiving the in-
service training or retraining. 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES (code 400) 

For all work element codes 401 through 412, enter zero 
( 0) . 

PUBLIC INFORMATION SERVICES (code 500) 

For all work element codes 501 through 514, enter the 
estimated number of individuals reached (for example, if 
the work element is a newspaper editorial on a unit ac-
tivity (code 508), the number of individuals reached can 
be estimated by the population size of the town or cir-
culation statistics of the newspaper. 

EEO/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION (code 600) 

Recruitment (codes 601 through 604): 
Enter the number of individuals involved. 

Employment (codes 605 through 607): 
Enter the number of invididuals involved. Generally 
this will be one (1). 

Unit Student (code 608): 
Enter the number of individuals involved. Generally 
this will be one (1). 

Job Placement (code 609): 
Enter the number of individuals involved. 

Unit Staff Member Served on an EEO/Affirmative Action 
Board, Committee or Other Group (codes 610 through 615): 

Enter the number of individuals on the board, com-
mittee or group. 

Special Project (codes 616 through 617): 
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Enter the number of individuals reached by the spe-
cial project. 

Other (code 618): 
Enter the number of individuals reached by the ac-
tivity. If none, enter zero (0). 

UNIT ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT (code 700) 

For all codes 701 through 730, enter zero (0). 

COMMENDATIONS (code 800) 

For all codes 801 through 809, enter zero (0). 

PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS (code 900) 

Publication of Findings/Results of Unit Research Project 
(codes 901 through 905): 

Enter the estimated number of words in the publica-
tion. 

Presentation of Findings/Results of Unit Research Pro-
ject (codes 906 through 917): 

Enter the estimated number of individuals in the au-
dience. 

Publication Other than Findings/Results of Unit Research 
Project (codes 918 through 922): 

Enter the estimated number of words in the publica-
tion. 

Presentation Other than Findings/Results of Unit Re-
search Project (codes 923 through 934): 

Enter the estimated number of individuals in the au-
dience. 
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS IDENTIFICATION 

SECTION 3d: IMPACT OF INVOLVEMENT ON OUTCOME CODES 
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IMPACT OF INVOLVEMENT ON OUTCOME CODES 

Data entered in section 3, column d, represents the unit 

staff's judgement as to the degree to which the unit influ-

enced the outcome of the work or contributed to the success-

ful completion of the work or the impact the work had on the 

resource or an individual. 

RESEARCH (code 100) 

Unit Research Project Proposal (codes 101 through 138): 
150 Relates to a U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service Impor-

tant Resource Problem (list IRP number(s) in section 
9, Narrative). 
Does not relate to a specific IRP: 

Expected or anticipated to have immediate man-
agement impact(s) on other resource problems at 
the: 151 International level. 
152 National level. 
153 Regional level. 
154 State level. 
155 Local level. 
156 More than one of the above levels (describe 

in section 9, Narrative). 
Expected or anticipated to have long-range man-
agement impact(s) on other resource problems at 
the: 
157 International level. 
158 National level. 
159 Regional level. 
160 State level. 
161 Local level. 
162 More than one of the above levels (describe 

in section 9, Narrative). 
163 Basis for further or additional research. 
164 Potential impact(s) of unknown. 

165 None of the above (i.e., other; describe in section 
9, Narrative). 

Unit Research Project (codes 139 through 142): 
166 Relates to a U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service Impor-

tant Resource Problem (list IRP number(s) in section 
9, Narrative). 
Does not relate to a specific IRP: 
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Expected or anticipated to have immediate 
management impact(s) on other resource problems 
at the: 
167 International level. 
168 National level. 
169 Regional level. 
170 State level. 
171 Local level. 
172 More than one of the above levels (describe 

in section 9, Narrative). 
Expected or anticipated to have long-range 
mangement impact(s) on other resource problems 
at the: 
173 International level. 
174 National level. 
175 Regional level. 
176 State level 
177 Local level. 
178 More than one of the above levels (describe 

in section 9, Narrative). 
179 Basis for future of additional research. 
180 Potential impact(s) unknown. 

181 None of the above (i.e., other; describe in section 
9, Narrative) . 

EDUCATION (code 200) 

Academic Course Instruction (indicate the quality of the 
instruction, course content, etc. based on either stu-
dent evaluations or your best judgement, whichever is 
appropriate) (codes 201 through 209): 
220 Excellent. 
221 Good 
222 Fair. 
223 Poor. 

Student Advisory Activities (indicate source of employ-
ment for graduated unit students. Leave column 3d blank 
for all other student advisory activities) (codes 210 
through 213): 

M.S. degree student: 
Fish and/or wildlife biology, natural resources 
management, conservation or related professional 
occupation in: 

Federal governmental agency: 
Department of the Interior: 
225 U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
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226 Other Interior agency (indicate name 
of agency in section 9, Narrative). 

227 Another federal agency (indicate name of 
agency in section 9, Narrative). 

228 Independent federal board, commission or 
council (indicate name in section 9, Narra-
tive). 
State governmental agency. 
229 State conservation agency cooperator. 
230 Other state agency (indicate name in 

sectin 9, Narrative). 
231 Local governmental agency. 
232 Quasi-state or local board, commission, 

council or committee: 
University: 
234 University cooperator. 
235 Another university. 
Private nonprofit organization: 
236 Wildlife Management Institute. 
237 Other. 

238 Commercial firm. 
Occupation in a professional area other than 
fish and/or wildlife biology, natural resources 
mangement, etc.: 
239 Federal governmental agency (indicate agency 

in section 9, Narrative). 
240 Independent federal board, commission or 

council (indicate name in section 9, Narra-
tive). 

241 State governmental agency (indicate name in 
section 9, Narrative). 

242 Local governmental agency. 
243 Quasi-state or local board, commission, 

council or committee. 
244 University (indicate name in section 9, Nar-

rative). 
245 Private nonprofit organization. 
246 Commercial firm. 
247 Peace Corps. 
248 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 

249 Unemployed. 
Education continued: 
250 At unit university. 
251 At unit university in another state. 
252 At another university. 

253 Unknown. 
Ph.D. degree student: 
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Fish and/or wildlife biology, natural resources 
management, conservation or related professional 
occupation in: 

Federal governmental agency: 
Department of the Interior: 
256 U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
257 Other Interior agency (indicate name 

of agency in section 9, Narrative). 
258 Another federal agency (indicate name of 

agency in section 9, Narrative). 
259 Independent federal board, commission or 

council (indicate name in section 9, Narra-
tive). 
State governmental agency: 
260 State conservation agency cooperator. 
261 Other state agency (indicate name in 

section 9, Narrative). 
262 Local governmental agency. 
263 Quasi-state or local board, commission, 

council or committee. 
University: 
264 University cooperator. 
265 Another university. 
Private nonprofit organization: 
266 Wildlife Management Institute. 
267 Other 

268 Commercial firm. 
Occupation in a professional area other than 
fish and/or wildlife biology, natural resources 
management, etc.: 
269 Federal governmental agency (indicate name 

of agency in section 9, Narrative). 
270 Independent federal board, commission or 

council (indicate name in section 9, Narra-
tive). 

271 State governmental agency (indicate name in 
section 9, Narrative). 

272 Quasi-state or local board, commission, 
council or committee. 

273 Local governmemtal agency. 
274 Private nonprofit organization. 
275 Commercial firm. 
276 Peace Corps 
277 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 

278 Unemployed. 
Education continued: 
279 At unit university. 
280 At unit university in another state. 
281 At another university. 
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282 Unknown. 

University, Department or School Academic or Faculty 
Work (code 283) 

Enter zero (0). 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE (code 300) 

Information Transfer (codes 301 through 339): 
370 High: Unit input was the major factor influencing 

the outcome of the assistance. 
371 Moderate: Unit input in concert with the input from 

others contributed to a positive outcome. 
372 Low: Unit input had very little substantive influ-

ence on the outcome. 
373 Unknown: Effectiveness of unit input not known. 
374 None: Unit had no influence on the outcome. 

In-service Training or Retraining (in order to obtain a 
qualitative measure for this work element the Service 
should implement an evaluation procedure that unit staff 
member can have filled out by participants in the in-
service training or retraining workshop, seminar, etc.; 
until such an evaluation procedure is developed, indi-
cate the quality of the activity based on your best 
judgement) (codes 340 through 366): 
375 Excellent. 
376 Good. 
377 Fair. 
378 Poor. 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES (code 400) 

Professional and Other Society or Association Work 
(codes 401 through 410): 
415' Positive: Participation had positive benefits to 

the unit's programs or activities. 
416 Negative: Participation had no known benefits to 

the unit's programs or activities. 
417 Other: Participation had personal benefits. 
418 None of the above (describe in section 9, Narra-

tive). 

Review of Manuscript (code 411): 
419 Unit staff member's review contributed substantially 

to improvement of the manuscript. 
420 Unit staff member's review contributed moderately to 

improvement of the manuscript. 
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421 Unit staff member's review contributed minimally to 
improvement of the manuscript. 

422 None of the above (describe in section 9, Narra-
tive). 

Other Professional Services (code 412): 
Enter zero ( 0) . 

PUBLIC INFORMATION SERVICES (code 500) 

520 Positive: The public information activity had a po-
sitive influence on the intended audience. 

521 Negative: The public information activity had a ne-
gative influence on the intended audience. 

522 Unknown: The influence on the intended audience is 
unknown. 

EEO/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION (code 600) 

620 Positive: Unit involvement had positive impact on 
EEO/affirmative action goals and objectives. 

621 Negative: Unit involvement had no evident positive 
impact on EEO/affirmative action goals and objec-
tives. 

622 Unknown: Impact of unit involvement on EEO/affirma-
tive action goals and objectives not known. 

UNIT ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT (code 700) 

Unit Program Planning (codes 701 through 704): 
Enter zero ( 0) . 

Unit Program Budgeting (codes 705 through 707): 
Enter zero ( 0). 

Unit and Other Program Evaluation (codes 708 through 
710): -

Enter zero ( 0) . 

Unit Personnel Management (codes 711 through 716): 
Enter zero (0). 

Equipment and/or Facilities Management, Etc. 
717): 

Enter zero (0). 

Liaison with Cooperators (codes 718 through 721): 
Enter zero (0). 

(code 
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Unit Staff Training and Development (codes 723 through 
730): 

735 Training or developmental opportunity surpassed 
objectives in terms of knowledge, skills, con-
tacts and the like. 

736 Training or developmental opportunity did not 
meet intended purpose, but did result in some 
unanticipated benefits in terms of knowledge, 
skills, contacts and the like. 

73 7 Training or developmental opportunity had no 
identifiable immediate value. 

738 Training or developmental opportunity met the 
intended objectives, but could have been accom-
plished in some other less time consuming or 
costly way. 

739 Training or developmental opportunity met in-
tended objectives satisfactorily. 

740 Training or developmental opportunity was a to-
tal waste of time, effort and/or money. 

COMMENDATION (code 800) 

For work element codes 801 through 809, enter zero (0). 

PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS (code 900) 

Publication of Findings/Results of Unit Research Project 
(indicate the influence unit had on the publication ef-
fort by entering the code representing the type of in-
volvement the individual recorded in section 2d had on 
the publication effort) (codes 901 through 905): 
940 Sole author, editor or compiler. 
941 First author, editor or compiler. 
942 Secondary author, editor or compiler. 
943 No authorship (publication required review and ap-

proval only) . 
944 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 

Presentation of Findings/Results of Unit Research Pro-
ject (indicate the influence unit had on the presenta-
tion effort by entering the code representing the type 
of involvement the individual recorded in section 2d had 
in the presentation effort) (codes 906 through 917): 
945 Made presentation by self. 
946 Made presentation with others. 
947 Assisted with development of presentation, but did 

not make the presentation. 
948 Other (describe in seciton 9, Narrative). 
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Publication Other than Findings/Results of Unit Research 
Project (codes 918 through 922): 
949 Sole author, editor or compiler. 
950 First author, editor or compiler. 
951 Secondary author, editor or compiler. 
952 No authorship (publication required review and ap-

proval only). 
953 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 

Presentation Other than Findings/Results of Unit Re-
search Project (codes 923 through 934): 
954 Made presentation by self. 
955 Made presentation with others. 
956 Assisted with development of presentation, but did 

not make presentation. 
957 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 
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SPECIES INVOLVED CODES 

SECTION 4 
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SPECIES INVOLVED CODES 

Data entered in section 4 indicates the fish, wildlife or 

plant species involved, in or impacted by the work. Not all 

activities can be related to species or groups of species, 

however, those that can, particularly work elements under 

the research and technical assistance activity categories, 

should be so coded. Enter the code "none" for the following 

activities: EEO/Affirmative Action, Unit Administration and 

Management, and any other activities that cannot be related 

to one or more species. Enter as many codes as necessary to 

adequately describe the species involved in or impacted by 

the activity. 

Species data is not intended as a measure of accomplishment. 

Such information is, however, of particular interest to the 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and may be of value to other 

recipients of evaluation data. Coupled with data on habitat 

(section 5 and 6), it can be used by the Service's program 

managers in describing work of the unit's program relative 

to resource priorities and the like. 

430 NONE. 
MAMMALS: 
431 Marine. 
432 Freshwater. 
433 Terrestrial. 
BIRDS---MIGRATORY: 
434 Seabirds. 
435 Waterfowl. 
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436 Gallinaceous. 
437 Raptors (including vultures). 
438 Waders. 
439 Song Birds. 
440 Other. 
BIRDS---NON-MIGRATORY: 
441 Gallinaceous. 
442 Song Birds. 
443 Other. 

444 REPTILES. 
445 AMPHIBIANS. 

FISH: 
446 Marine. 
447 Freshwater. 
448 Anadrornous. 
449 Other. 
INVERTEBRATES---FRESHWATER: 
450 Crustaceans. 
451 Mollusks. 
452 Insects. 
453 Other. 
INVERTEBRATES---MARINE: 
454 Crustaceans. 
455 Mollusks. 
456 Other. 

457 INVERTEBRATES---TERRESTRIAL. 
PLANTS: 
458 Marine. 
459 Freshwater. 
460 Terrestrial. 
461 Other. 
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HABITAT VALUE CODES 

SECTION 5 
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HABITAT VALUE CODES 

The habitat impacted by or involved in the specific work 

element primarily relates to the research and technical as-

sistance activity categories. Enter the code "none" for any 

work element that cannot be related to one or more of the 

habitat values. Enter as many codes as appropriate to ade-

guately describe the habitat value impacted by or involved 

in the activity. For example, if the work involves research 

related to endangered species habitat in a National forest, 

enter codes 633 and 649. 

Habitat values are not considered as measures of effectiv-

ness or efficiency because there is no attempt to relate the 

habitat impacted by or involved in the activity to a specif-

ic unit of accomplishment such as the number of acres of en-

dangered species critical habitat proposed or designated as 

a result of the unit's research or technical assistance ef-

fort. 

630 None. 
631 Critical habitat (Federal endangered species designa-

tion). 
632 Threatened Species habitat. 
633 Endangered species habitat (not yet designated as cri-

tical habitat under the Federal Endangered Species 
Act). 

634 State threatened or endangered species habitat. 
635 Essential habitat (such as winter range of deer; elk 

areas; fish or shellfish spawning areas). 
636 Unique habitat (one of a kind in geographic area). 
637 Public trust lands. 
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638 Federal wild and scenic river area (either designated 
or proposed). 

639 State wild and scenic river area (either designated or 
proposed). 

640 National trail (either designated or proposed). 
641 State or other trail (either designated or proposed). 
642 National wilderness area (either designated or pro-

posed). 
643 State wilderness area, natural area, etc. (either de-

signated or proposed). 
644 National wildlife refuge or waterfowl production area 

(either designated or proposed). 
645 State wildlife management area or other wildlife con-

servation area (either designated or proposed). 
646 Federal marine sanctuary (either designated or pro-

posed). 
647 State marine sanctuary or other marine conservation 

area (either designated or proposed). 
648 Federal primitive or natural area, other than National 

wilderness area (either designated or proposed). 
649 National forest (either designated or proposed). 
650 State forest (either designated or proposed). 
651 National park, monument, landmark (either designated or 

proposed). 
652 State or local public park (either designated or pro-

posed). 
653 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative) 
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HABITAT TYPE CODES 

SECTION 6 
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HABITAT TYPE CODES 

The type of habitat influenced by or involved in the item of 

work is to be described in section 6 of the reporting form. 

As in the preceding section on habitat values (section 5), 

this section is mainly relevant to work elements under the 

research and the technical assistance activity categories. 

Enter the code for "none" for work elements that can cannot 

be equated with a habitat type such as EEO/Affirmative Ac-

tion, Unit Administration and Management and the like. En-

ter as many codes as necessary to adequately describe the 

habitat type involved or impacted by the activity. 

Habitat type descriptors are not intended as a measure of 

accomplishment, but rather as an indication of the extent 

and variety of land and water resource related work of the 

units program. 

655 NONE. 
TERRESTRIAL HABITAT: 
Agricultural: 
656 Cropland. 
657 Grassland. 
658 Old field. 
Upland Forest: 
659 Deciduous. 
660 Coniferous. 
661 Mixed hardwood. 
662 Climax coastal. 
Desert: 
663 High. 
664 Low. 
Rangeland: 
665 Grassland. 
666 Shrubland. 
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667 Mixed grassland/shrubland. 
668 Scrub/shrub. 
Dunes: 
669 Barrier Island Dunes. 
670 Other dunes. 
Tundra/ice: 
671 Dry tundra. 
672 Perennial snow or ice. 
Barren Lands: 
673 Barren lands. 
Other Terrestrial Habitat: 
674 Beach fringe. 
675 Shrub thicket. 
676 Salt flat. 
677 Caves. 
678 Savannahs. 
679 Other. 
AQUATIC HABITAT: 
680 Marine. 
681 Freshwater. 
682 Natural lake. 
683 Stream. 
684 Reservoir. 
685 Wetland habitat (if available, use seven digit al-

pha numeric National Wetland Inventory Classifica-
tion System number). 

686 Other. 
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PROGRAM SUPPORTED CODES 

SECTION 7 
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PROGRAM SUPPORTED CODES 

The program or programs the activity supports is to be in-

dicated in this section for every work element recorded on 

the reporting form. For example, if the work involved 

teaching an academic course, it is most likely to support 

"University Cooperator" program, code 783. If the work in-

volved a member of the unit staff taking a supervisory 

training course, the work is most likely to support "Cooper-

ative Research Uni ts Program," code 756. The program or 

programs supported by the work may or may not be the same as 

the source or sources of funding the work (section 8), and 

may involve one or more agencies (or agency program), organ-

izations or individuals. By program or programs supported 

we mean not only the specific agencies, organizations, or 

individuals the work was done for and/or funded by, but also 

any other agencies, organizations, or individuals the work 

may benefit or be of value to because it is related to the 

ir functions or needs. Enter as many codes as necessary to 

adequately describe the programs supported by the work. 

Program support data is not intended as a measure of accom-

plishment. Rather, it is intended to show the array of 

agencies (or agency programs), organizations or individuals 

unit work supports. Information on programs supported, ac-

cumulated over a period of time and coupled with other data 
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such as funding (section 3a) and time (section 3b), may be 

useful in justifying future resource allocations. 

FEDERAL GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY: 
Department of the Interior: 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service: 
745 Coastal Anadromous Fish Program. 
746 Inland Fisheries and Reservoir Program. 
747 Great Lakes Fisheries Program. 
748 Endangered Species Program. 
749 Interpretation and Recreation Program. 
750 Migratory Birds Program. 
751 Mammals and Non-migratory Birds Pro-

gram. 
752 Land and Water Resource Development 

Planning Program. 
753 Biological Services Program. 
754 Enviromental Contaminant Evaluation 

Program. 
755 Animal Damage Control Program. 
756 Cooperative Research Units Program. 
757 Administration (including personnel 

management) . 
758 Budget. 
759 Other (describe in section 9, Narra-

tive). 
760 Bureau of Land Management. 
761 National Park Service. 
762 Geological Survey. 
763 Bureau of Indian Affairs, Indian Tribe or 

Council. 
764 Other Interior agency (describe in section 

9, Narrative). 
Department of Agriculture: 
765 Forest Service. 
766 Other Agriculture agency (describe in sec-

tion 9, Narrative). 
Department of Commerce: 
767 National Marine Fisheries Service. 
768 Other Commerce agency (describe in section 

9, Narrative). 
769 Department of Energy. 
770 Enviromental Protection Agency. 
771 Army Corp of Engineers. 
772 Tennessee Valley Authority. 
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773 Other federal agency (describe in section 9, 
Narrative). 

INDEPENDENT BOARD, COMMISSION, OR COUNCIL: 
774 Water Resources Council. 
775 Smithsonian Institution. 
776 National Science Foundation. 
777 Regional Fishery Management Council. 
778 Council on Enviromental Quality. 
779 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 
STATE GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY: 
780 State conservation agency cooperator. 
781 Another state agency. 

782 LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY: 
UNIVERSITY: 
783 Unit university cooperator. 
784 Another university (describe in section 9, Nar-

rative). 
PRIVATE NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION: 
785 Wildlife Management Institute. 
786 Sport Fishing Institute. 
787 Another organization 

788 COMMERCIAL FIRM. 
789 PRIVATE CITIZEN. 
790 UNKNOWN. 
791 OTHER (describe in section 9, Narrative). 
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FUNDING SOURCE 

Entries in this column indicate the source of funds to con-

duct or undertake the work element. More than one code may 

be entered if more than one source contributed to funding 

the work. 

Data on the source or sources of funding various work ele-

ments, coupled with other data such as cost of the effort 

(section 3a) and program or programs supported (section 7) 

may be of value for such things as detecting funding imba-

lances for future resource justification and allocation. 

FEDERAL: 
Department of the Interior: 
810 U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service base. 
812 U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service contract. 
813 Bureau of Land Management. 
814 National Park Service. 
815 Geological Survey. 
816 Bureau of Indian Affairs, Indian tribe or coun-

cil. 
817 Other Interior agency (describe in section 9, 

Narrative). 
Department of Agriculture: 
818 Forest Service. 
819 Other Agriculture agency (describe in section 9, 

Narrative). 
Department of Commerce: 
820 National Marine Fisheries Service. 
821 Other Commerce agency (describe in section 9, 

Narrative). 
822 Department of Energy. 
823 Environmental Protection Agency. 
824 Army Corps of Engineers. 
826 Other federal agency (describe in section 9, Narra-

tive). 
INDEPENEDENT BOARD, COMMISSION OR COUNCIL: 
827 Water Resources Council. 
828 Smithsonian Institution. 
829 National Science Foundation. 
830 Regional Fishery Management Council. 
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831 Council on Environmental Quality. 
832 Other (describe in section 9, Narrative). 
STATE GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY: 
833 State conservation agency cooperator. 
834 Another state agency (describe in section 9, Narra-

tive). 
835 LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY. 

UNIVERSITY: 
836 Unit university cooperator. 
837 Another university (describe in section 9, Narra-

tive). 
PRIVATE NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION: 
838 Wildlife Management Institute. 
839 Sport Fishing Institute. 
840 Another organization (describe in section 9, Narra-

tive). 
841 COMMERCIAL FIRM. 
842 PRIVATE CITIZEN. 
843 PERSONAL. 
844 NONE. 
845 OTHER (describe in section 9, Narrative). 
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NARRATIVE 

SECTION 9 
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NARRATIVE 

Information included in this section is to describe some ac-

tivity or work element that cannot be adequately delineated 

in the other coded sections. This section must be used when 

a code in one of the preceeding sections is followed by 

"(describe in section 9, Narrative)" or similar directive, 

and may be used when any other coded data entry is judged to 

need clarification or discussion. Entries in this section 

of the reporting form may be expanded across other columns 

of the form to accomodate comments. Comments will be used 

to refine or revise the evaluation procedure, reporting 

form, and the like. 
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COOPERATIVE FISHERY AND WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNITS 

PROGRAM OUTPUTS 

by 

Suzanne Mayer 

(ABSTRACT) 

The Cooperative Fishery and Wildlife Research Units 

program is a federal-state-private cooperative program of 

training, research, and technical assistance. Formally 

authorized by Congress in 1960, the program actually began 

26 years earlier with establishment of wildlife units at 

land grant universities in Virginia, Oregon, and Iowa. Each 

unit, of which there are 50 today, functions under a 

cooperative agreement involving the U. S. Fish and Wildlife 

Service, the state conservation agency, the university where 

the unit is located and the Wildlife Management Institute 

(wildlife units and combined fishery and wildlife units 

only). In recent years the program has been criticized as 

not being a truely cooperative media for research, 

education, and public services that meet the needs of 

cooperators and produce the intended benefits. In addition, 

particularly at the federal level, the program has not fared 

well in competition with other programs for limited manpower 

and financial resources. Before effectiveness of a program 

can be judged or justified, its inputs and outputs must be 

understood, not only in terms of quanity, but also in terms 

of quality. This study, through literature review, 



questionnaires, letters and personal interviews attempts to: 

1) identify and define unit outputs; 2) develop criteria for 

measuring the quality and quanity of the outputs; 3) 

integrate output data into a method for evaluating 

effectiveness; and 4) provide cooperators in the program 

with a methodology for program evaluation. The study does 

not involve an actual program evaluation or justification. 

Rather, it provides cooperators with a methodology for 

program evaluation. 
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